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PETER

M.

LEFFERTS

A RIDDLE AND A SONG: PLAYING
WITH SIGNS IN A
FOURTEENTH-CENTURY BALLADE
In a rich and learned article, Lawrence Gushee explored the tabula
monochordi of Magister Nicolaus de Luduno.! The tabula, which
was. copied into a music theory manuscript of c. 1400 of southern
Italian provenance (Rome/St. Paul),' consists of three associated
parts. The first and third I shall call, following Gushee, the tabula
figurarum (an elaborate musical example) and the tabula numerorum (an
extremely elaborate table of corresponding information). Between
them lies the enigmatic text of a six-stanza musical puzzle poem, 'Vt
pateat evidenter', with which Gushee wrestled inconclusively.' A
concordance to the poem unknown to Gushee in an English music
theory manuscript of about the same age (Bodley 842)4 associates
1.. Gushee. 'The Tabula A/onoc/ulTdi of Magistl!r Nicolaus de Luduno', in G. M. Boone (ed.),

2

3

Essays on J.\ftditval.\lusit in Honor tifDar-id G. Hugks (Isham Library Papers, 4; Cambridge, ~Iass.,
1995), pp. ll7-52. l\:ly indebtedness to this resourceful essay 'will be everywhere apparent
below. 1 would also like to take the opportunity to thank a number of indi\iduals who
~nerously commented on earlier versions of this essay or have provided me with valuable
lnfonnation, including Neil Adkin, Margaret Bent, Bonnie Blackburn, Bert Hall, Harry Ide,
Ra}Tnond Haggh, Leofranc Holford-Stre\"ttlS, Thomas J. Mathiesen, Stefano Mengozz~
George Rigg, Anne Stone and Roger Wibberley.
Summarising Gushee (pp. It7 -28), whose iO\-entory and account of the Rome/St. Paul source
are now the best available, the original manuscript, perhaps from Ange...in Naples, dat~ to
c. 1400 plus or minus thirty years. In the eighteenth century it \\-'as in the Barberini collect1on,
where it was dismembered so that one fascicle of eight folios (fols. 17-24) could be sent to
P~e Martini, who in tum gave it to Martin Gerbert, who brought ~t to ~t. Blasien. Alo~g
wah some other manuscripts from St- Blasien, this fascicle now feSldes 10 S~kt Paul 1m
Lavanthal in Kamten, Stiftsbibliothek (Acchiv des Benedictinerstiftes), w~et; illS MS 135:1.
The manuscript from which this fascicle was taken is now Vatican City, Blbhoteca Apostoh("3
Vaticana, Barb. lat. 307. The tabula monoc/wrdi is found in the SL Paul fascicle. £Ols. 18"-22.
Gushee considers the text on pp. 140-2. The talntlBfiguranun and ~m arewriuen out across
the top ha1f of the two-page opening offols. 18"-19. After lJt paltot ttidenkr but before the table

of data there is an explicit (EXPLICIT TABULA MO:'olOCHORDI MAGISTRI :'oIICOIAI

of

DE LUDUNO DED GRATIAS AMEN). Thus on the face ofit the tabula mo.mxhordllS smtpJy
the musical example and the poem is to be associated nith it rather than with the followmg
material. Nevertheless, I agree v.ith Gushee that the tabulafiguTllrum and tabula ntJ11ld(Jnlm belong
together, as will be made dear below.
Oxfonl, Bodleian Library. MS Bodley 842, fols. 45''-46. Aoconling toJohn Snyder, ~(alcohn
Parkes bas daled the main hand of this manuscript to the very latest fourteenth or earliest
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these cryptic verses with a polyphonic chanson, a two-voice ballad,
that has ncver been published.' The balladr is a sophisticated
demonstration piece for tonal and mensural behaviours, and I
believe that this song is the original complement and key to the
poem's meaning, It also offers a significant new point of entry into
the complicated world of Anglo-French tonal theory as it developed
in treatises and compositions of the fourteenth century,
The English source of CI jiateal fvidenter is reproduced as
Figure 1. Across a two-page opening, cantus and tenor are written
out in separate parts, with the text carefully underlaid to the cantuS
line as if for singing, When the text is copied out according to
its versification, it reveals itself to be a double ballade of six stanzas
unified by a refrain and sharing rhyme scheme and syllable count.
Versification is conventional for fc)urteenth-century ballades,
namely, seven lines of eight syllables each, rhyming ababbcC6

.7v

FigLlft'1
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detailed meaning, which will be pursued below, it is concerned with
these very features: the first three stanzas discuss tonal behaviour
whIle the second three discuss mensural behaviour. Ballades are
normally three-stanza poems. Hence these twice-three stanzas form
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.
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it may be that the musical goals about to be investigated militated
against a more conventional shape.
Unfortunately, the vagaries of transmission have provided us with
an inconsistent musical text whose tonal ambiguities are not as
immediately resolvable as its rhythmic-metric defects, The principal
problem is in the prima pars, where one needs to decide whether 1.1
and 1.2 were intended as identical, or whether they have contrasting
endings, difiercntiating ouvert and clos. Following the principle of
icclio diffieilior potior, my transcription reads intentionality into the
conflicting manuscript accidentals in cantus and tenor over the last
two breves or the section, interpreting them as defining first and
second endings of varied tonal content.
I. TONAL BEHAVIOUR AND NOTATION

We clearly have on our hands what Thomas Brothers has called a
'mllsicajicta essav',11 Notated accidentals in our ballade include four
sharps (on F, C; G, D) and six flats (on E, E, A, D, G, C) for a total
of seventeen notes around the cycle of fifths from D" to C b. Because
the tenor never descends below grave C, we do not know whether
the COmposer thought in terms of a pitch collection with graveregister Bq or Bb, a point whose relevance will become clearer
below, The song begins in a bright realm of sharps and mo:es
towards a dark realm of flats at the end of the prima pars, plungmg
in the secunda pan to its flattest point in section II before shedding
flats in section III (though not without a brief feint to Db) and
emerging into the light of white-note diatonicism in section IV,
Moreover, section II is clearly a varied and compressed restatement
of section I in which the same musical figures have been inflected
:".th flats instead of sharps. This relationship is highlighted by the
InItIal patterning of accidentals: in section I, they arc acute d~ and
j!, lying a third apart and rising; in section II they are acute db and
H, again a third apart but falling '2 As an additional novelty, whIle
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••••
I .~
,'l<' ~ul)gra\'e re,c'·,P~t~hsed. R<:"g-i.,tr<l.1l I ' l.ut rather will bt' dlstmgul,lwd as !olo~.
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, aCUte a ~s:, superaclIH' aa g.
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hexachords, especially in ~nemmenon and coniuncta theory.15 A
se~enteen-note system one step sharpwards from our ballade, thus
WIth five flats through G ~ and five sharps through A #, is already
known from an English treatise, Sequitur de ~nemenis, of the mid- to
later thirteenth century, for instance. '6 With an eye to the famous
modem justifications causa necessitatis and causa pulcritudinis of musica
falsa, we might call this approach the causa generatjonis, since tones
beyond those of the diatonic gamut are being explicitly generated
and accounted for.
The other theoretical concern can be called neo-Boethian. It
involves how to describe all possible intervals according to their
semitonal content and by means of proportional arithmetic, and
how and where to locate them on the staff system. This approach is
epitomised in the massive Second Book of the Speculum musice of
Jacques de Liege from the mid-l 320sY Jacques proposes a total of
fifty-one intervals, counting the unison, three intervals that he
cannot represent on the gamut (the comma, the lesser tone of two
minor semitones, and the greater tone of two major semitones),
forty-four intervals that can be written in the gamut between
Gamma-ut and ee, thirty-seven of which are diatonic and seven that
~an only be written using musica folsa, and three additional large
mtervals rising above the standard gamut from Gamma-ut to.Jf, gg and
1.5

ton~I}~ progressive, adding t\vo hexachords, on B~ and D, (0 the standard set o~three, thtl'>
pro...1dmg hexachordally for E ~ and F #. Its pitch collection includes seventeen dlscrt"te notes

.

\\ith 0# and CI e Signs Was hexachotdaJ F#
hexachordally a • _~~ B~ in a system \\litl A:'ou1d be provided automatically in a system
d Dh, but these signs do not operate
unexplicahle ' S \.\;1 e explained below 1b1
See P. ~1. kfferts 'SO
•
e mISSIng signs for .A ~ and G# therefore remain
~hanson', PlaillSon ' an Ignat~re S}'Sterns and Ton
.
s:"teen tones maviCbed .\[tdleI-a} .Music, 4 (1995) at T}pes III the Fourteenth-Century. French
K: Bergt"r, Jfum;ficla: SOme. kind of natural o~~:r' ~ 1~-4 7, at PI?' 122-· 3. For the notl.on that
Gros1fo :::'arfino (C b' Thtorus qfACcidentall'!ft . ~mut rooted In hexachordal praclice, see
See P. ;\1. I.t"ffe~amL;lbd~, 1987), p. 30
eC/u)ns m Vocal Polj'Plwnyjrom Jlarchetloda Pad01'(Ji?)
pp. 176-·83, and ~ro Ii Mtas in the T o~al Lan
thers, ChmmlJ.h"c Bt.'auty. for ~:: ~f FUTMu.r-!Umt', Ear& ,:.\Iusic, 16 (1988).
P es of mUSUa jiew essays.
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There is a convenient summary in Brothers, Chromatic Beauty, pp. 33-9, to which one certain1y
could add two items from pertinent sources, Theinred of Dover, De ltgitimis ordinibr.tS
penlachordorum ttletradwrdorum (Bodley 84-2, foIs. 1-44~), edited byJohn Snyder (Ottawa, 2006),
and an anon)mous, unpublished diagram, the rota compositionis monochordi (R~me/St. Paul, ~ol.
1T,) .. The Bodley 8+2 context for Ul pateat m'dmter associates the ballade \\lIh. the. pre~edlng
treatise of Theinred, whose greatest novelty is a highly original theoretical JustificaUOIl of
chromatically altered notes in plainchant (E~, F_, C') via tetra~hor~ cons~cts. In the
RomelSt. Paul fascicle, the tabum monoe/rordi, including Ut pateat mdtnla, unmed~tely follO\~s
two other elaborate diagrams, the first of which is the rotIJ. compositionis monot/lord,. The row L",

[6

per. OCtave (accounting for all of the twelve minor semitones and (h-e commas), df'fine-d as the
white-note diatonic set of se\'en plus five sharps (to A #) and fi...:e fla~s (t.o G ~); an ano~~us
?omendature for raising A that Gushee has pointed out mIght mdlCate some sensltMt)'
In\<ohing this note (see Gushee, pp. 130-3, 136-7).
.
_
The ~nonymous &quiJur de V'nemmis has been newly edited in Prosdocim? .d~· Beldomandl, Bmf

TreatISe on Ro.tio.5 that Pertain to J/usic and A Little TreaJise on tlu Method ifDi;:idmg Ih .Uo"orkor~•. ~.

and trans. J. Herlinger (Lincoln, Nebr., 1987), App. E, pp. 123-35. Th~ ro~a (um/IIJSZ.tlOrtll
mono.ckordi (see the note abo\"(") is an array of pitches whose means of ge-n.erntl?n IS unspe("l~ed,
but :0 which the intention is nonetheless to display a particular collection; 1t has an Ob\10U$
! 7 afflm~y ,~ith Sequitur dt rrnnnmis in its 5 + 5 disposition of flats and sha:ps.
..
Jacobi uodimsis Speculum mlJSirl1£, 7 \·ols., 00. R. Bragard (Corpus Scnptorum de l\fuslCa, 3,
[Rome], 1955-73), iL
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aa.'8 These amount to twenty distinct intervals plus octalT transpositions. (See Table I, where where m is minor semitone, M is major
semi tone, the whole tone is 1\1 +m, and so forth.)
In his staff-notation examples, Jacques seldom strays from the
white-note diatonic collection plus acute b b and superacute bbk
However, by remarks such as 'si non fiat falsa musica', and 'exclusa
falsa musica', he acknowledges that the intervals he systematically
reviews can be written in other places than those where he
demonstrates them but that these locations would require chromauc
inflections. In some instances, however, he canllot avoid 1I111sicafalsa.
For example, where he chooses to notate them, the tetratonllJ of fOllr
conseclltive whole tones requires grave Eb, the penta/anus of fil'e
whole tones requires grave Db and Eb, and the hexatollus of six whole
tones requires a startling grave Fb along with Gb and ah."'Jacques
derives his hexatoliliS by the whole-tone descent from acute e to gral'e
Fb. (We could extrapolate the ballade's acute cb by a similar
descent of six whole tones from Superacute bb, although Jacques
never writes such a note.) As it neologism for this approach to the
introduction of accidentals, which result as it were coincidentally or
inadvertently from the inadequacy of the diatonic gamut for the
demonstration and notation of certain intervals, let me propose causa
exemplificationis. These two new tenns, causa generatiollis for pitches
and ca~Lf~ exemplijicationis for intervals, help us to grasp more readily
a,nd dlstlJ1ctly two important currents in late medieval northern
European tonal t11eory.
T.wo further theoretical sources go beyond Jacques de Liege in
the u:tervallic justification of cxtravagam accidclltals callm exempljfi';"lOniS alld can be tied in Some manner both to the balladc and to
Or northern France. The first of these is an unedited little
treatIse of neo-Boethian intervallie lore providing inters.al names,
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their size as measured in tones and semitones, and their representation in the staff system. It sun·in'S in two English codices of the
first half of the fifteenth century."" (See Figure 2.) A general
resemblance to the approach by Jacques de Liege in Book 2 of the
Speculum musice is striking.
The total of thirty-five intervals represented in this English
material includes the standard diatonic ones (semitonium minus,
tonus, ditonus, dyatcsseron, diapente, dyapason, etc.) along with
more esoteric ones that require chromatic tones for their notation
(conl1na, sCInitonium maius, serniditonus minus, semiditonus maillS,
demidiatesseron, semitritonus, dcmidiapente, etc.). Of these intervals, twenty-seven fall within an octa\'e, and the remainder are
redueeable to one of the twenty-sevcn plus an octave. (See Table 1.)
The logic of presentation is simple: incremental growth in size (m.
:\!, 2m, M +m, 2M, etc.), with occasional irregularities in order to
keep two intervals of the same type ;{cljacent.2' For each intcr\'~
there are two examples, usually a step apart and mostly written ill
the C to [ octave. For one if not both examples, chromatrc
alterations are usually necessary. For instance, the diatesseron
(21\1 + 3m) is represented by two diatonic inten'als, eta F and D to
G, while the semitritonus (3M +2m) is notated as what we woul?
now call an augmented third, Fto
and Gh to b. The comma IS
exemplified by
to ah and
to hh.22 The core pitch collection

m

an

it

Son"

l.
I

r

an

'.
.
"als London, British I..ibnu)', L1.mdO\\TIc
Figure 2 Anonymous treatl.se
on mt~f\.' .
B 'ti~h Librarr
763, fol. 91 ~. By penmsslOn of the n ~
.
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that one can extract from this English material is again a seventeen.
note system, including five flats (through G ~) and five sharps
(throu.gh .A~), with grave-register A~ and B~.23 This English
matenal IS related to our Latin-texted ballade by its use of letter
names for cancellation, a point to which 1 will return in a moment."
. For a con~nned sighting of the ballade's exotic c~, which occurs
~n a theoretical context of interval exemplification, 1 need to
:ntroduce o?e further treatise, the Musica (1357) ofJohannes Boen,
Dutch pnest who was educated around mid-century at Oxford
and Paris 25 In it thO d ·
.
.al
.
s Ir part, a ngorous exploratIOn of the potenl!
of flat and sharp signs, Boen creates a number of extraordinary
examples of intervals. He notates, for instance a comma two and
three cons f · .
"
ecu Ive mmor semltones the interval comprising two
commas ~nd a minor semitone (the difference between Bn and Ch),
and the mterval c
..
.
.
( h·
ompnsmg a comma less than a mmor semltone
t e difference between A nand C ~). In all his examples take him
aSAsfar as. th: sixth flat (acute c~) and the se~enth sharp (acute bi).
tomshmgly howe
B
h
.
, v e r , oen t en repents! Pncked by remorse
('
re~boi1r~~s me stirnulans'), he retreats from the more extreme
POSSI llies outside th
.
·
.
e conventIOnal gamut ('extra naturam monoCOrdI manualls') that h
alIi
d
.
ave COme up in the course of his interv c
.,
I
emonstratlOns ('quas s
.
.
d· aI
..
upra gralia exemph solum pOSUI) to a ess
lc
ra d
pOs.llion still in advance of the ancients in its use and
un erstanding of
.d
I
h
t
. acci enta s but more fully defensible.26 In t e
enns we have Just coin d
B
interv II"
.
e, we see oen explicitly reverting from an
a IC Context m which
·d
I
'ffi . .
to a p·t
. h acCl
I ch context .
m wh
·d enta s appear causa exemplz callonlS
. .
IC aCCI entals are justified causa genera/lOnlS.
The 1'.\ 0 \ erSlOns of this material h
o\t'rall range and COnt
R • \\ ife shanng most examples in common, 'ury some\\hat U1
h\ent)-step gamut fror:~~m:!·u~t 1146, by nsing only to dd, uses less than the standard
adcb: three steps (0 the gamut, the ~;e. though It has both grave .H and Bb Lansdmme 76~
has only gra\e B~, as it lacks the exambe10w Gamma-tit and superacuteJJand gg abO\e ft, bUe
L1.nsdo\\ne example, \Hthout "hich th pIe \nth gra\(': A~. I am a~sumtng a clef error ill
OCta\ e~ The general similant) here t e top note would be (Ce, for a range of three and a h
z-!. (c 137.)) LS noteworthy {see Leffe
~ t,he tonal space descnbed in the Berkeley theory treanse
The (Qusa .f[fflITahoms vleld
h rts, Signature Systems', p 122)
follo\\s in Lansdown~ 763s(;o~o~3~) ~XOtIC P~tch in Lansdowne 763 In unrelated matenal that
of thl" apotomt (m,yor semltone) b
ut not In Reg Lat. 1146, B liS used in the representation
2,.. II to c. by a comma.
Y erntenal hto bl, \~hich IS greater than the mmorsemltone"
For bIOgraphical infOnnation 0 B
2fj ~or:u .tfu.sira urui s~ Aon.soIUl1l.~:lthoen(;d an edition of the .Musica, see 'V. Frobenius,JokanIUs
IS paragraph draws upon n'"
r~l. t.Uttgart, 1971).
oen, ~ USlCO, ed. Frobenius, pp. 62-.3.
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For the more limited but still exciting tonal possibilities to be put
into writing, he argues, the necessary signs already exist t? co~vert
sounds into notation without inventing any further noveltIes, If the
signs are used rationally at new locations in the gamut with the
effects he has discussed. 27
Boen's methodology for pitch generation may be described in the
following way. (See Table 2.) Imagining the diatonic gamut to be
mapped by overlapping diatonic tetrachords, Boen all?ws these
tetrachords to be distorted on account of consonance or SImply the
playfulness of the melody ('propter consonantias vellasciviam i~sius
cantus')'>" Defining as soft the part of a tetrachord that ends In a
semitone and as hard the part that ends in a tone, he allows the soft
part to be extended and the hard part to be contracted by a
semitone, thus expanding or compressing the tetrachord and
.
. non-dIatomc
...
. . acci·dentals . If a tetrachord
mcurrIng
pItCh es requmng
has the semitone in the middle, so that there are to?es at both end~,
then either extension or contraction may occur at either end. Boen s
principal constraint on this procedure is that tetrachor?s a fourth
apart need to be able to be conjunct, that is, overlappmg by one
note such that the last note of the first tetrachord and the first note
of the second tetrachord are the same. Thus, for example, the E F
G a (mTT) tetrachord could be allowed E or E~ and a or ~h. T!e
abc d (TmT) tetrachord could be pennitted
or a~ a~d d ?br.l..
But smce
.
b
· nct the a.. POSSI
these two tetrachord
s must
e conJu,
h· hIity
Bq
is ruled out. By this logic, fully extended across a gam~t m w IC .
· ·III the grave register,
..
IS. d
Ictated
a slXteen- note pitch collectIOn
D)
results consisting of the seven diatonic tones, four flats (B, E, AB'
,
.
n1y
oen
and four sharps (F C G D) plus A ~ in the grave regISte.r 0 .
, , "diversity, notmg
. that these thIngs are not
recognises the registral
aIways the same at the fifth or at the octave ('S·IC ergo non
. est·bsemper
.I
simile in hac materia de c1a\~bus dyatesseron constItuentl us \ e
dyapason' [po 64]).

an

•
•
ocordi compositione signari possit in
U~ h~c I:tsciva iocundim: absq~e om:umoda ?0\1 mo~ ndeat, rationahiliter eas litte-ras ct
scnpllS, steut habet fieri In soms, ut signum slgnat? re po
earum effe~tus in di,,·ersis cIa\'ihus usus admisit.' Ibid., p~o63;d. Frobenius, pp. 63-6..In this
The followmg two paragraphs dra\~ u~on ~n. ,U7s e' uh'3.!ents for the rawa IU!ctsst1af and
passage (onsonancia and /ascil'ia (or lasm:a W(und:tar) are h q
causa pukhritudinis of musica falsa.

27 , T

26
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As just observed, this result is arrived at for a pitch collection with
grave B but not BI,. Given the appearance of grave Bb in Nicolaus
de Luduno's tabula, as well as, for instance, in the English interval
examples and in the Berkeley treatise (1375), it is of some historical
significance that Boen does not consider the alternative pitch
collection triggered by admission of this pitch. However, given a
close, critical reading of the passage at hand, it is far from certain
that Boen intended his conclusion to be absolute and complete for
the moderns. He says 'this is how I respond for the present'
(,Respondco pro presenti'), and he acknowledges the use of acute aM
an octave above gra\·e A#, about which he can only say '\Ve know
that a melody may be placed this way at other locations, which is
allO\\able' ('scimus, quod huiusmodi cant uS sub aliis c1avibus,
quibus hoc licitutn est, ordinetur'; p. 64).
The result of applying Boen's register-sensitive tetrachordallogic
to a gamut with grave BI, is, of course, to rotate his results a step
flatward in the cycle of fifths. In the neW sixteen-tone collection, D M
disappears while G b is added, and grave-register A # disappears
while superacute ceb emerges. (See Table 3). The sum of these two
collections is a registrally inequivalent eighteen-note set \\~th five
sharps and six flats, i.e., from A ~ to C b, in which IH occurs in all
:cgisters, A# occurs only in the gra\·e register, and C b occurs o~ly
In the superacute register. \¥e are very nearly at the pitch collectIOn
of the ballade.
Amplifying Born is not merely an exercise in musicologi~al Hights
of fancy. At the end of this extraordinary process we are wlthm one
note orthe scale of the Tabula monochordi of Nicolaus de Luduno. The
missing note that Nicolaus provides is acute Cb, precisely the notated
c~. of the balladc. (See Table I, no. 12.) This note fillls almost at the
~llId-point or his forty-eight-note gamut, which is ~t the b--c half step
Just above. Boen used this note callsa exemplificatwml but then backed
away from justify-ing it causa gmerationis. Hence we l."av read. a
self-conscious siQUificance into the most extreme notatIonal chOIce
displayed in the"balladc, and we may bejusti/ied in SUSp?cti!,g that
the association of poem and Tabula is anything but cotllCldental.
Inescapably, it is time to look more closely at the labulafigurarum and
.
the tabula nllmerorum of Nicolaus.
TI
I I
.
. taff f twenty-four I1I1es
Ie la JU a figuramm presents a [ilganUc s o . .
..
and twcnty-four spaces, each of which is identified WIth a dlstIllct
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nole in a gamut of forty-eight notes running two octaves and a sixth
from Gamma-lit to ee."9 As implied above, this gamut not only
incorporates the standard seven dialonic notes (F, C, G, D, A, E, B)
but also sbe flats (B, E, A, D, G, C) and five sharps (F, C, G, D, A),
for a total of eighteen notes not enharmonically equivalent, with
flats I)~ng a comma below their neighbouring sharps. B ~ appears in
the grave register as well as in the higher two registers, while A ~
appears only in the grave register and C ~ appears only in the acutc

a

o
c

bbb8bbEbbbEb~Eb~b
b~ E~b E~b~ 8~b Ebi-<~ E

b Ebb Eb~b Eb~ E~bf-- Sf--

:g
u
u

u
u

u
u

and superacute r<'gisters.
[n this diagram the standard gamut names are wriuen up the
left-hand side, and thc additional sharps and flats arc written up the
right-hand side with an indication of the sizc of the smallest interval
they specify, lyma (minor semitone) or comma (here, the difference
between the minor and the m;uor semitone). There are twelve lymas
and five commas per octave. Across the giant staff system arc "Titten
nnmerous note and rest groups in the symbols of French arS nova
mensural music, using red and black notation and including
flagged semiminims. No one has ever successfully demonstrated
that these notc groups prescnt a real piece ofmusic,30 and the fact
that they often move conjunctly across the lines and spaces of the
staff, thus tracing melodic figures employing an extremely high
degree of direct chromaticism, makes it unbelievable that any kind
of coherent piece is encoded.
The tabula numeromm, following the tabula figuram m and runn~ng
~cross three and a half openings of the RomeiSt. Paulmanuscnpt,
IS a compact yet unparalleled summa of data relating to nomenclature, interval contcnt and mathematical representation of IIlterval
proportions. It contains six columns of complex technical infor~natioll on each pitch in the forty-eight-note gamut, expres.s~d as an
Interval above Gamma-ul. This material includes the repetItIon of a
numerical radix value (integer constant) for Gamma-ul (6H,972,5-H);
the name of the interval that the note makes with Carl/m a-llt and how

uuu'-'u

" Fo, a black-and-whit" photogcaph "[th,, lalmlafii,,,,,",,m. "" Cmh". p. 138.Thc wbula, he:
bem reproduced p.\-'ice in
it forms the 10\,,("f half of the
Se",
rc(/e.,iastirl de nW.>ica sacra ed.l\1. Getbert 3 \"015_ (Sr. B1a,ien, I i3.!) (hereafter .G:':' Ill, and
"produced I", o.
'Au' dcm ,\,;hi,e d" Beu,dictinasunCS St. Paul tm
In
Kan:ten',
Jlusilp/lchithlt" 22/3 (1890). pp. 33' -is, as an
rr-Iatmg to p. -10. Nt"ithcr facsimile is entirt"iy ;ICCUr<.IU". nOT dot's an:- of tlwse t n:

qua:;i-l~1('similc:

IrontbJ.iIt:.C(".~?

lo~t
\\~S
unpa~"n;].ted lIISf:~lO~

Kon~"

L",amth.~

.\lorUl!~'hdil'for

"J
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reprodunions indicate ,lIt red notation.
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calcul~te its integer value; the integer value itself and the resulting
Illteger d'!i'erence between successive pitches; the letter name (1\ Gi
a~d addllional comments; the Greek pitch name in the 5)'stema teleio~
WIth some neologisms; and another integer ass()ciat~d with the
Greek pitch name, modified from Boethius, Book ,pI Some
v~~abulary and general concerns link this data closetv to Jacques de
LIege and Gu h
.
, ,
s ee POlllts to an exact correspondence between the
, ,
forty-eight-note gamut of the Tabula monne/lOrdi and a table of
for.ty-el~ht notes in a Catania manuscript. 32 The total number of
lllllque Ultervals upwards from Gamma-at in these tables. remOling
?ctave transpositions but allowing for both A# and Cf,is, sUlpris·
Illgly, not qlllte as extensive in l~rms of interval variety as in the
Speculum mU5;re or th E I' h '
., ' J
T oaether the he ng IS. IImaterial. (Sec above, I able ). b I
c romatlca y saturated gamut of the IiJ 1M
fl.. a " . ,
'gur1nan and the interval data of the tabula mll~zerorum can he related
to t Ie causa ueller { . (p' h )
. . .
. '? . a lOms ltc cs and the causa exemplificatwn" (mtfr'
. I)
~a s respectrvelv \V
fi
f th
•
J'
e un ortunately lack any knowledf'e 0 e
generatmg mccha's N' I '
n
• at
'
III m.
ICO aus may well have employed a ratIOn
process to come
'h h"
"
.
up WIt t IS gamut, perhaps bv a method not ,al
remOved from tint of B
p
,
f
·
' o e n . erhaps - given his chosen means 0
grap h IC
representatio
h
"
.
Ii
n -- e was thmklllg of simply clambering up
the
cr bg~mut rom Gamma-ut to ee by 9:ma and comma Of course.
1m mg theladde 1
, .
"d
r (oes not tell us why there would be bOlh A, an
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C~, only one of which ought to have been necessary, and why there
is not full octave equivalence. Extending Boen's method, as was
done above, shows us how there could be a method yielding both
A ~ and C ~, in different octaves, but whether this would even have
made sense to Nicolaus, as well as what might have dictated for
:'\icolaus the choice o[ acute c~ over acute a~, remain open
questions.

Cancelling accidentals

LC'l\"ing aside pitch collections for the moment, Ie: us turn to the
secolld issue provided by the ballade's lonal behaVIOur, namely Its

method of cancelling accidentals by l~tter na~les. All oth~: exam~I:~
of this method known to me are also 111 Enghsh sources. I he ~arhe,
arc two isolated later fourteenth-century score format settmgs m
.
.
I
3'; Th
dlseant,
a Kyrie and the hymn Clona
laus et ,wnor.
.
e th'rd
1
example is found in the English material on intervals from Reg. Lat.
1146 and Lansdowne 763 already mentioned above. FInally,
letter-name cancellation is not un~()rnI11on in English fifteenthcentury music sources, including, [or example, the additions to t,he
Old Hall manuscript made by second-layer scribes, and the EnglIsh
SOurces of Dunstable's music. 34
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In the ballade it
Id
encies as·d) .
wou appear that accidentals hold (incons~t·
musical ~ ~t ~f er until c~n~elled or until the end of the staff or
single not:~· t d greater sIgnIficance, the inflection applies to the
is no implic~t· oes ~ot car~ the logic of the hand. That is, there
example D' Ion o. any ~der hexachordal environment. For
, " even If the sm
. hall·
.
automaticall·
k
ger mIg t c It ml, does not here
automaticallY mV~1 ~t hexachord built on B-u/with C#, F# andGI
for instance y aval a ehas re, sol, lao Nor does the notation of an m,
, remOve t e nee .ty f h
. .
.
G h wherea ·f
essl ate explICit cancellatIOn of a
,
s lone wer th· k· h
cancel the Gh Th .e m mg exachordally, the Eh oughtto
hexachord buil~
;~ IS beca~se if E h were solmised as fa, a
Rather tha on I as ut, wIth Gq as la, would be implied.
n merey Ii
..
location of th
unctlOnIng as the passive marker of the
and flat signs\UPp~ or ~ower member of a half-step interval, sharp
Th·IS gives themere
activ
I as t he agents of Pltc
. h change.
tw !UnctIOn
le
y
its diatonic p·t h 01 ro ~s to play. Each can pull a note away from
I c OcatIon (
d
.
semitone) and
h
upwar or downward by a major
' pitch
eacA can cancel
.
the diatonic
. th e effiect a f the other by restolJllg
. . In
. .Its cfa·
(
can have one of .th note~ whIle remamIng
VIS say, acute ~
Surprisingly a th ;ee different pitches or cordae (gh, g, g#). Not
,eorlSt Who de ·b tho
d
scn es IS new agency for Hat an
sharp signs ,vith ·.d
'An d as much
' as VIVI t. langu age, IS
. J ohannes Boen in his MUSlCff.
.
·
same degree a fallone . litera. dista rts an ddIsorders
a 'note, so to the
OWIng llltera can relocate and put back in place
that note and
Iead·It b
·Its usual statIon
. '('Et
quantum , una consequently
litt
ack to
se quens littera ternera notam extorquet et distemperat, tantuIU
suam proprium rnaperat
. et retorquet et per consequens re dUClt. ad
nam e but accidental.
nSlonem') .35 By t·It/era Boen here means not Ietter
namely b-quadratum s~~ - and of course, these signs are !etters,
There are at I an -rotundum.
aoeast two im d·
f
'Dency for flat and h
. me rate consequences of this kind a
subtJ e. Th e more b·
s arp SIgns , one more obvious and one more
doubl h
a VIOUS can
.
e s arps or doubl fI
sequence is that one cannot "nte
only a
eats Th .
a second fI .
at IS, the Hat sign for example, can
less. (Aetnonce;
t
'
.
ocean
only b at Would on Iy b
e redundant
or meamng·
;;
e stretched just so far from home. The note

h

II. THE TEXT: THE REFRAIN LINE

What light does the text shed on this tonal behaviour? As in any
ballade, the place to begin to examine the text is the refrain line. We
Would hope for it to make sense for all six stanzas, but it would not
be surprising if it were tailored more closely to the opening three of
ou~ double ballade, in the assumption that they were the first to be
'\TIlten. 39 The two sources of our text disagree over the first word. of
the refrain: Bodley 842 has tribulor, while Rome/SI. Paul reads, mth
" Ibid., p. 59, ex. 3, 4, 5 "p""im.
The
:)/#cu!um musiu, ed. Bragard bk. 2 cap. XUII (ii, p. 104); see also Gushee, pp. 147-8
:;:OSSi~ility of notating h\:O maj~r semitones is Boen's corolla~ to his. fourth cone uston
3~ Th c~rnmg t~e effects of flat and sharp signs (.\fusita, ed. ~ro~emus. p. 59!. B~ to Bq. 111<1t
is !e .ette~ A IS aJ~o used later to cancel A ~, but a s~arp SIgn lJ used to nusc:.l in a daris with
QgIeallfthere lJ no B# in the system: the sharp SIgn can be used to cane

i.

3'.1
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D can be tugged up to D # or down to D ~, but to nowhere else.) And
Boen ponders this fact, with music examples. 36 The more subtle
consequence is that you cannot notate two consecutive major
semitones, an observation with interesting resonances inJacques de
Liege's proposal of a tonus maior containing two major semitones,
which he also regarded as impossible to notate.'7
To advance the art beyond Boen's position requires the ability to
assign an unambiguous single meaning and effect to the signs for
lowering and raising. For this to be possible, one of their functions
needs to be removed, and this is most naturally the power to cancel
a sharp or flat, restoring a note to its natural pitch. That function is
precisely what has been taken over in our English sources by the use
of the letter name as the sign of cancellation; the letter name is akin
in function to the modern natural sign. And most tellingly, in the
interval examples of Reg. Lat. 1146 and Lansdowne 763, this way
to indicate cancellation is precisely what allows the writing of
consecutive major seconds in the same clams (Gh, G, G~; Ah, A,
Ai). 33 Thus both in pitch content and in the implications of its
method of cancelling accidentals, our ballade is just a step beyond
Boen's position in the mid-I 350s.

' {' . robenius. p. 55 B
-

.

. or a sunilar Use ofextolquere and retorqUITt, see also ibid., pp.

~~ [Old(/(.

obser\'ation.
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uent three have

nmeh of the first three stanzas has exactly twenty~t\~·o \\'ords, wh~e the .SU~. ~)f(:I counts may
indi teen, se\'e~tec:n and twenty~two words. The mternal con~lstenC) JO Mathit"Sen for this
cate the pnontv of the first three stanzas. My thanks to Thomas .
'
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.
light amendment , cn'bTorum. I n a bbrevIated
form these two words
would
.
and it IS. surd,
. be very close!y reIate d pa1aeographlcally
credIble that one
Id h
' .
.
'
cou
ave emerged from a mIsreading of the
th
o er; alternatively th
b h b
.
.
e mIsreadmgs of some other
' ey may ot
d
wor , probably a relati I
f: T
.
trouble with.
ve y un amI Iar one, that scribes were havmg

Tribul 't If'
10 68' ~~I se IS not a common word, but it is biblical (Psalms 30:
th' fc' , 10 I: 3 and Lamentations ofJeremiah I: 20) and it is
A ere o~e also found in biblical commentaries such as' those b,
ugustme of Hippo and C . d
''
vb'
asslO orus. In these contexts it is a pasm'e
er m constructions lik'
.
,
,
calls out th
, e quomam tnbulor', where the psalmisl
misre d' to . e Lord because I am in distress'. If tributor is indeeda
a mg It may be a
.
who c '
corruptIon of turbator, something or someone
auses trouble wh f
h'
fr '
could'
, o s Irs t mgs up. In any event, our re am
put mto the mouth f h .
and b II d
. ? t e smger the sentiment that the poem
overto:e: ~f :e vexmg, dIsc~mforting or challenging. The biblical
too serio I ~tress may be mtentional, and especially if not taken
and the : ~. t .ey ~ould be appropriate to the difficulty of the lext
Th
IStI~atIon of the composition.
e relram hne in R
IS
'
A cribru .
orne t. Paul reads Cribrorum demonstmew.
m IS a tool for sift' d
"
.
.
all'
made in th r
mg ry matenal hke gram and IS usu )
elOrmofa' I '
gill
Wooden fram 40 Th
WIre. attlce secured inside a rectan ar
riddle (as a tel'
. e w.ord IS rendered into English as sieve or
00, a nddle IS a
a dry measu'
.
coarse-meshed sieve); it can also mean
·
re, I.e. a sIeveful Th
h
..
51
IIterally
that h
~
.
us t e refram mIght mean, mo
ereIsademo
"
'
reIates cribm
h'
ns tratIOn
of SIeves. Lawrence GUShe
e
mtoteslevelik
r
re
staff system of th
bl
- e appearance of the twenty-IOur- Ul
has observed t eta u afigurarum,41 and Leofranc Holford-Strevens
drawn from th Ome that in B0 dley 842 the way lines have been
k if
e end of each "
the words are ' .
\ erse to the refrain makes it 100 as
.
gomg mto a si eve. Th us cnbrum
'
r. b'
extenSIOn
to th
may simply reIer,
)
,
e normal mUsical staff. Since cribrorum is a plural

l.

{o A nihrum could be
chain·line-:i
. elongated, thus like I
lit
sherts M, ~ade m paper manufact . a adder, and the term :is also used to refer to I
T ech~olo~t ~ ro~ Prof. Ben HaJ~~ng ~Y the wire weights used to press dO\~n ~e danl~
fJ Cushee, P."40 n~-erslty of Toronto, for ~~~:ute for the Hist?ry of Philosophy of ScIence an
/t..,"UtrJrum ofl\""
ushee a'i$urnes that the
~ references (pnvale corum.).
/$
in order to ); :Iaus de lUduno, explai . pOetIC text addresses the musical notation of the ~~
staff itselr. pr Uce SOmething that ma~~~ea w y 'for filt~ring out some of the notational sJgll5
nse , Or that It 'less likely' refers simply to the hugt
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form - multiple sieves, or perhaps the yield of multiple siftings - we
need to find an explanation appropriate to its plurality. At the very
least it might refer to multiple staves; as another possibility, we may
need two sieves, one for tonal and the other for mensural behaviour.
The term first occurs in two much earlier Continental music
treatises, the Musica (before 1068) of Wilhelm of Hirsau (d. 1091),
and the derivative Mensura quadripartite figure of Otker of Regensburg
(fl. eleventh or twelfth century). In both, cribrum monochordi is
synonymous with theorerna troporum, referring to a figure that explains
the varied tonal content and interrelationship of the melodic modes
by means of tetrachords and the staggered alignment of four or five
diagrams of the gamut, producing a dense thicket of lines at right
angles to one another resembling a sieve. In Otker's treatise and in
the De musica of another nearby German contemporary of Wilhelm,
Aribo of Freising (fl. 1068-78), this grid is also called by the name
quadripartita figura. 42 This German material, although not the specific
term we are seeking, is still being addressed in the fourteenth
century.43 Although the monochord of Wilhelm's expression cribrum
monochordi is simply the diatonic gamut as derived via the monochord, his sieve is a tonal sieve, and it is certainly within the realm
of possibility that the term was borrowed and the concept somehow
extended to help conceptualise chromatic additions to the gamut.
42 for Wilhelm's figure, see WiUehelmus Hirsaugensis, J/wica (GS, ii, pp. 154-8~) at ~gure B
between pp. l64 and 165, and Willehtlmi Hirsaugensir J.\lusicn, ed. D. Harb~n .ICOrpU.S
Scripto~m ~e ~lusica, 23; [Rome], 1975), p. 38. For.?tker's figure, see
R~~;:~
Monadll adatis mcerlo.e mensura quadripartitae jigurflL, GS, II, p. 348, and C. Adkins,
,,'
Regensburg', .New Grove Dictionary oj "lusic and .Musiriam, re\'. edn (2001) [..'m· Gror-e 11), X\1.Il,
p. ~99. For Aribo's diagram, see Aribo, De musica, ed. J. ~mits van Waesberghe ~~~tU;
S~nptorum de Musica, 2; [Rome], 1951), p. 4, and for both dIagrams, see: A. J:Iughes,.
;
.\~. Grou II, i, pp. 897-8, at p. 897. See also L Bronarski, '~ie Qua~partJta figura m ~e
mlttelalterlichen Musiktheorie' in K. Weinmann (ed.), FtslSckrjftPdtr lJogner ,:um 60. ~h~.;;
(Leipzig, 1926; repro Farnboro~gh, 1969), pp. 27-43, widl the diagrams ofOtker an 'th;u:
reprod~ced at pp. 32-3. The lineage of this kind of diagram can be trace~ b~k to. Boere u~d
De musua, bk. 4. See also plates 33-6 in J. Smits van Waesberghe, JlusiknzuhuTlf{. I.Lk •

Otk;i

ut

Thone tier JIusik im Mitf£laller(Leipzig, 1969), and C. Berger, 'Cilham, cribmm d (d:.~f."f;
zu~ Hexachord', in M. Kintzinger, S. Lorenz and ~t. "'alter (eds.), .~~ue un \'~enna
.llttMaltn: Britt-iige ;:,ur europaischm Bildungsgndlichll dts 9. bis 15.Johrhunrkrts (\\ elmar and
,
n 19951, pp. 89-109.
\ril . bk. 6 cap.
'[he dlagram is reproduced by Jacques de Li~ge when he quotes from t J~~~nf"S Ci~onia
.VlII of the SjJ«u/um musUt, ed. Bragard, \"I, pp. 158--~.. fu~~rmore,. (1410-11) as his
~eproduces the two elements oC,Vilhelm's m·brum monochorril I~ hlS./\ora :UUS1(~ rut' latter the
:onochord of the eight modes' and <monochord of th~ llI?e m~es ~:~~~:~nce to crihmm
an nochord of monocbords (mollocordum mouocordorum). elcoma m~kes i;: •.Yota .\tuska and Dt
d asserts that these diagrams are his own ,..'ork (Johannes ClCon a,
.
86-9'-'
PrOjmrtionihus, ed. and trans. O. Ellsworth (Lincoln, Nebr., 1993), in '-voL'a .UUSlfIl, pp.
3,.
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Its citation by Boethius is sufficient guarantee of its tllniliarity,
but later authors reler to it as well. 48
Of what relevance is this to us' Well for one, we do not need
Wilhelm's aibrum monochordi to evoke a sieve. Moreover, the mathematical context of the exprt'ssion resonates with other language of
number in our lyric, as we will see in a moment (calel//UI', racio, rata),
pprhaps the cancellation of non-primes is meant to be associated
\11th the cancellation of accidentals, Less obviously, prime numbers
are incomposite (not able to be factored) in Boethius' tenninology in
the Arithmetica, and the trihcm;!onium of the chromatic tctrachord (of
whi('h more in a moment) is incompnsite (not compounded of
smaller inten'als) in Boethius' terminology in the Alusica. Thus even
if specific prime numbers are not what we should bc looking for in
OUr ballade, an indirect suggestion of mathematics and some shared
terminology of mathematics and music theory might well be
intended by the word cribmm.
~ cannot rcstrain myself from floating one further remote spcculatlOn, If the Latinate author of our poem was a native speaker of
En~lish, he may have intended it pun here. In English, then as now,
there are two meanings of riddle with entirely different etymologies:
a,s sieve and as puzzle (conundrum, problem, mystery). Further, a
nddle is a 'dark saying' or 'dark speech' (obscure, indistinct, veile?),
a colouring that is also stron"l" associated "'ith enigma, a word with
which puzzle is often paired.~"· The O>jimi Ailglish Dictionary. 2nd edn,
defines enigma as 'A short composition in prose or verse, in which
something is described by intentionally obscure metaphors, in orda
to afford an exercise for the ingenuity of the rcader or hearer III
gucsslIlg what is meant'.") This could easily describe Vt pateat
fCldl'llter, Darkness, in turn, may pun on the darkening - the
coloration 'of Our ballade's chromaticism. 51
41 Boet~iu", {lilt. Ari/h., ed. Fricdlein, I, xyii, 20--1 (p. 33): 'quam scili("{,L Eratosthent"; ~ribrllm

1~~;~l,l.l~bat'. See al'D, J(lr exampl~, .\(kLmi ofB~th (fJ j 116--1-2), Ik ;()dt?~, t! "di;~'::r(fde~~~~;; ~;;
I. q.uam et Er.lu)<;thcnes et eJu, ~('flll.l(['S cnbrum avpdbxerunt (BtI.rIV~'
" ~1,'111)\(iPlue des Jfitld(1rb~r). IVIi (19OJ}. pro ::; 34, at p. ~-'i\.
.
dr

, l'(, {)\{,rd Efl!;;li.<h DlcllOnaf} entries for enimna riddlf' and ~ie\e, where Latin - Lngll~h wor
1St;;
~uatil1g Ihe 'terlll~ mbnl!~ anri riddle ar;-' cit;d.
, e the Vulgate Old Testament at ~umh('rs 1:l: 8 Cper enigmata') and the ~ew Testar;l;nt at
~\~orinthiam n: 12 ("in t·nigmate'), in hhirh passages ff!i.g!ll~ is tramLlled as 'da~knt's~,~~~~~
)rldfite bible and as 'clark speech' or ',1 dark speakmg' III later pre-,\uthuJl/cd
, .tr;\D,lalions
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This move from sieve in Latin to riddle in English as tool and on
to riddle as enigma is quite a stretch, I will admit. In the end,
whatever the first word of the refrain was intended to be, the poem
is a challenge directly thrown out to the reader, self-consciously
announcing its intention to be difficult and to mean more than it
says outright. The humorous irony of the first line ('Ut pateat
evidenter') cannot be missed, and a cross-eyed portrait illuminating
the 'u' of 'Ut' in the St. Paul fascicle may be intended to reveal
perplexity at this manifestly confusing text.

The first stanza is relatively straightforward in meaning and
declares its intention openly. It asserts that one can generate on the
monochord many pitches beyond the ordinary medieval gamut that
are possible to represent on the staff, and through arithmetic one
can compute their values. They are different, yet still beautiful, and
can be sung by the many who do not understand their underlying
mathematical justification. Clearly, this stanza alone would be
enough to prompt the association of ballade text and Tabula
monochordi, and it might possibly have been what caught the eye of
whoever brought them together.
The expression 'ut calculi fert racio' Qine 6) directly evokes
medieval treatises on calculation. 52 By it we are reminded that
musical pitches have numerical values and that such knowledge of
the numbers underlying the everyday world distinguishes the
learned man from the ignorant. (Implicitly, the musicuslcantor
dichotomy is being invoked.) Isidore offers a classic statement of this
general sentiment in the section concerning the importance of
number, 'Quid praestent numeri' ('What do numbers show'), [rom
Book 3, De Mathematica, of the Erymologiae. This passage undoubtedly
affected OUr poet's choice of language, especially via its concluding
peroration, which is as follows: 'Remove numbers from all things,
and all perish. Take away computation in this world and all will be
enveloped by blind ignorance, nor can man be differentiate? from
the other animals, who are ignorant of an unders~andmg of
calculation' ('Tolle numerum in rebus omnibus, et omma pereunt.
Adime saeculo conputum, et cuncta ignorantia caeca co.nplect~tur,
ne~ differri potest a ceteris animalibus, qui calculI nesclU~t
rallonem').53 The concluding words not only use calculus and rallo
but also ilie nescio of the ballade's nescienler.
, Stanzas 2 and 3 share the vocabulary of 'old and new' and
colour'. It is unclear just what the new and old are (nota,jigura,for:na,
Signa:), but the available feminine plural that is the most ob\1oUS

III. THE TEXT: STANZAS I TO 3 AND TONAL BEHAVIOUR

T uming now from the refrain line to the first three stanzas, which
ref~r to tonal behaviour, the first thing that needs to be said is that
theIr language is difficult. Of course this can now be understood as
deliberate, although one suspects that their intentionally puzzling
nature is exacerbated by the demands of the rhyme scheme and
syllable count, as well as perhaps by a lack of native poeticising
tale~t. ~n the other hand, there are aspects of language and
vers.'fica~IOn that suggest a very sophisticated mind at work. To
begm WIth, we have a complex syntactic strucure in which a single
sentence runs through all six stanzas, governed by the imperative
fOa~ of. a '~?wing ?r t~inking' verb, pula (line 16) and its requisite.
p. SIVe mfimtIVes of Ind,rect statement with subject accusative, panJ,
~Ine 8) and daTi (line 24). The refrain line does not seem to be
Integrated syntactically, but rather operates as a parenthetic comment, except perhaps, as in the present translation in the fifth
stanza. In class
"
.•
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referent is corda (cordis, line 5), invoking the monochord. If one thinks
of strings, the visual aspect is not so diflerent from the staff, but (ord,
refers to one individual pitch, in opposition to the lines and space;
of the st~f1'(typically, claves, or lineas et sjJaciaJ), each of which maybe
the locatIon of more than one pitch. Boen calls the diatonic genus
cantu.s· communzs, a unique designation so far as I can ascertain,
whIch affinns the common-sense reading of stanza I's 'diversis a
comm~l1lbus cordis' ~ines '~-5) as unusual chromatic tones. These
new pItches arc a recent phenomenon. The old are most likely the
standard notes of the diatonic medicval gamut; the newer but no!
very newest notes would he more Ctmiliar yet unstandard chromatic
notes, such as perhaps F ~ and E ~.
Colour issues begin with the matter of black lines and "'hite
spa:e~, the. nigris tractihlll and mmginiblls a/bis of stanza 2 ~es 9·-1!".
:fbIS .IS Ul1lque terminology if, as in my translation, what is being
esenbed are the lines and spaces of the musical staff.54 Margo mo,t
commonly means margin or border, and in music notation tractus
usually refers to a vertical stroke on a notehead so as an alternative
we ":Ight translate margo as stafT and tractus a~ musical note. The
pn1ne.Ipal difficulty with this reading can be framed as a question:
w 1y. IS the staff des. en'b e d as wI'?
.. support
nte. Nonetheless surpnslllg
Iior It
can
be
fo
d'
'
.
J
un 1Il a much later vernacular English
musICal
prov~r) of the early 1520s from Leconfield l\!an·or that also
aSSOCIates pureness, whiteness, margins and monochords:
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The proverb describes the margin (staff) as white (silver) and notes
as hlack (sable). Very possibly, giwll the musically conservative tone
of the Leeonfield proverbs as a whole, white's purity and cleanness
refer to diatonicism - a lack of chromaticism. Black in this reading
could then refer, at least in part, to chromaticism ('coloures of
dyuersitcs').
Such vernacular English support for my alternative reading,
coming as it does a century and a half after the creation of our
ballade, docs not dissuade me from preferring my original interpretation of tractus and margo and as line and space, however unusual
a choice of words this may be. As 1 understand what is being said,
the author is creating a p~rallel jwtween black and white, line and
'pace, so that he can place chromatic notes in an imagined space
between them. These notes arc intermediate colours, variously
tinged. 56 Further, our author is positive about this innovation. He
Ilkes the distinction of new from old, of the chromatic from the
(hatonic, and through his choice of the word distinccio in stanza 2
(line 13) he also introduces a connotation of decorative beauty.
This inbetwecnncss prompts a number of observations. First, our
author presumablv counts B ~ as a chromatic inflection no longer
neutrally oecupyiI;g the same cla~is ~ine or space) as Bq but rather in
a sense bending or pulling that davis down towards the adjacent
dams below, to usc Boen's concepts here, encouraged by the fact
that Boen privileges Bq (pmlrllltior sit) O\Tr B~ in just this way.57
I urthe~ore, all these new pitches create a tension between. corda
and riavzs, since there are more cordae than clal'es. These new pItches
can be explicitly represented only on a monochord or in diagrams
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like the rota compositionis monochordi and tabula figurarum of the
Rome/St. Paul manuscript. A monochord effectively grants each
pitch its own corda, while the tabula figurarum creates for every pitch
its own new clams. Although our author ignores the Guidonian hand
and hexachord as a means of representing and navigating through
tonal space, by retaining Guido's staff he must face the incompatibility of corda and clams, which he does by emphasising inbetweenness as a way of imagining just where the new pitches are. The
ballade's lyrics and music work together to characterise this fundamental problem and offer both practical and theoretical solutions to
il. 53
It is clear that the first three stanzas are not a black and white
text, and to begin to explore their grey areas - to enrich our
understanding of the intellectual contexts possibly being evoked by
Our enigmatic riddle and thereby possibly to understand our ballade
better - it will be helpful briefly to explore some of the multiple
meanings that color bore for medieval readers in respect to the visual
spectrum, musical chromaticism and rhetoric. 59

Colour referencing the visual spectnun
For a starting place in an exploration of the resonances of colour,
there is of course its most concrete sense as a visual perception. The
standard me?ieval theory of the visual 'spectrum is that colours lie
along a contmuum between black and white, mixing the attributes
.• 8
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of blackness and whiteness in varying degrees. Red, for instance, lies
half way between black and white, and blue lies between red and
black; further subdivision of the red-black limb of the spectrum
yields purple and green. Because of their intermediateness, visual
shades are variously referred to as colores medii, intermedii, medietates,
mixti, secundarii, collaterales, and so on. Thus the mediis coloribus ~ine 12)
and colore vario ~ine 20) of our poem invoked a familiar meaning for
the alert medieval reader.
For the Middle Ages, this doctrine had its roots in Aristotle. Its
most explicit sources in the philosopher's writings are twofold:
passages on contrariety and passages on sensible qualities. Concerning the first of these, Aristotle recognises contrariety as one of the
four kinds of opposition. White and black, being contraries in the
same genus - a genus in which there are intermediates derived from
the extremes - are his single most frequently invoked example of this
relationship. The white-black comparison surfaces frequently in
almost all his major works, but the principal locus for the material
15 the Categories, one of the best-known Aristotelian works in the
Latin Middle Ages. The main discussion is in chapter 10, concerning opposites that are contraries, which is found at II b32-12 a 25.
Here black and white are identified as opposite colours, between
which are intermediates including dark and pale and all other
colours ('fuscum et nitelinum et quicumque alii colores').6o
~oncerning sensible qualities, the princip.a~ ~xtended treatmen!~
are In On the Soul (De anima) and Sense and Senszbzlw (De sensu et senszlz).
According to Aristotle the sensibles corresponding to each sensory
organ are five in number (colour, sound, odour, savou~, ~ouch),
and these naturally invoke contrariety, because 'contranetles are
"') for the \'~~ous medieval Latin versions of the Cakgories, see Aristotle, CaffgOrUu rei Prat'dicam~~
J!~ L 1hm~-P~uel1o (Aristot:les Latinus, I, 1-5; Lei~en, 1961). [AL]: F?r .the ~;!;r~eke
urn and nile/mum, see the mtd-thirteenth-century Latm translauon b} \\i1ham.
i~3 'Tra~slatio ?u~1:1mi', p. 109); the 'Translatio Boe~hii' has relletl1m ~d~~~~a~~t~~;
), \'omle the £dItto Composita' hasfuscum and pallidum (AL, pp. 70 1).
.
scattered references in the Cauguries. The white- black pair as all example of co~tranel~ ~
~rhaps be most easily traced through all of Aristotle's works \;a the general ~ndex ~ ..
1~~Plt~ Works qfAristotle: The Rerised O:tford Translation, ed.]. B~ne~ 2 \'ols. (~Ihn~ ine~~~
,Pnnceton, 1984). The theory of colour I am discussmg IS not de\elope bl ,0
~eudo-Aristotelian De cf)loribus Melius sometimes attributed to l1leophrastus (a\'aila e as 11
mpklf Horks, ed. Barnes, i; pp.
.
'th mid.rwelflh century';
C. PaO' ,;mma ~l1d De semu were 'a\'auable In Laun translatIon b} . e, Journal qftl/.t Amtt1ean
\! . lOe, . Reading and Reminiscence: Tinctoris on the Beauty of ~IUSIC ,
• It.''-lCological Society, 49 (1996), pp. 1··31, at p. 2ft
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extremes, and every object of sense-perception involves contrariety;
e.g., in colour, white and black; in savour, sweet and bitter, and in
all the other sensibles also the contraries are extremes'. 62 It should
further be noted that the species of sensible qualities are limited, for
'in all classes of things lying between extremes the intermediates
must be limited'.63 There are seven principal species of colour, thus
white and black plus five intennediates - yellow, red, purple, green,
blue - and 'from these all others are derived by mixture'.64
Beyond direct knowledge of Aristotle in the later Middle Ages,
transmission of Aristotelian colour theory by numerous other
authors is easy to demonstrate. It is found in commentaries on the
Categories, for example. 65 The doctrine is familiar to Isidore of Seville
and later encyclopedists. 66 Another place to find late medieval
colour theory is in treatises on heraldry, where some authorities
attempted to reconcile the heraldic and Aristotelian tradition. 67 And
Arist?teiian concepts and tenninology even have a role in some
treatISes on music.68
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Aristotle, De sensu, 445 b 24-6 (Complete H'or.h ed. Barnes i, p. 707)- see also Dt anima, for
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John Traisa~J Transl
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If our alert medieval reader of the ballade text were also a
well-schooled musician, especially of the fourteenth century, with its
Boethian revival, an additional familiar, even automatic, association
of color would be to chroma. There is a traditional locus associating
\isual colour, semitones, beauty (softness, sweetness) and inbetweenness with the chromatic melodic genus and the chromatic tetrachord. This synaesthetic blending of sight and sound was inherited
by the Middle Ages from Greek music theory.69 A few details prove
to be particularly relevant to the ballade's melodic language and
also its invocation of intermediate colours.
The chromatic tetrachord consists of a perfect fourth (diatesseron)
divided into three intervals: two adjacent semitones followed by an
interval spanning three half steps (trihemitonium). According to
Aristoxenus, the two independent semitones are equal (Boethius,
Book V), while following Boethius (Book IV), they are a minor
semitone and a major semitone. The Boethian division predominates in later medieval discussions. Though the largest interval
measures a distance of three semitones, its internal structure is
undefined; it is an unbroken span not understood as being compounded from smaller intervals in any specific order, and is thus
described as incomposite. This is the one interval that is unique to
the chromatic genus, and its status as the defining interval of the
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on fed and void notes. See Ugolini Frhm:fani Ikclmafio Jlusi((u Disciplinat', ed. ~. Seay, 3 y?ls.
~Corpus Scriptorum de Musica 7; Rome, 1959-62), ii, p. 20 I. Among other mU~l~a.l-theore?cal
tns~nces. see also Anon., Summula tTGctatus mtl'ricus de mUJica, ed. E. Vetter (DI\1.Uae ~Iuslcae
t{l ,~, A/\1IIa; Buren, 1988), pp. 39-101, at p. 75.
fi
h
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?OIJma/ oj'.l/usic 17IfaD'. 21 (1977): pp. 29+-..323, and turning finally to readil): aYru:~~1e E;~hS:;
~anslallons of major Greek theorists. For the latter, see especially ~f".kJ/lJ.mtrll'ntmgJ,
~ ark~r, 2 vols. (Cambridge, 198+); Aristides Quintilianus, On JtuSlC, ~ Thret &ob, trans'\I~ric'
esen (New Ha\'en, 1983); and Anicius Manlius SeH'rinus BoethlUs, Ftl.n~m~:a:~~. . ~
int;s,. C ..M. Bower and ed. C. V. Palisca (New ~a\'en, 1989). ~reek Ih~ol) sPi~ter\'al:,
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chromatic genus was well understood by sufficiently sophisticated
medieval and Renaissance theoreticians. iO
Invocation of the chromatic genus might seem a bit of a leap.
since this expression is not in our poem, but its status as a clue to our
puzzle cannot be denied. The ballade, in fact, makes prominent
aural use of the single most characteristic interval of the chromatic
tetrachord, the trihemitonium. In our ballade this interval appears
three times, in very exposed positions, in musical readings that we
might otherwise be inclined to doubt, even keeping in mind the
principal of diffieilior lectio llOlior. Most assertive is the lirst such
instance, the striking acute-register ascent from c to d# at the
opening of the cantus (bar I). which is immediately imitated by the
tenor at the octave beneath (bar I). This rising interval is mirrored
considerably later by thc descending acute e to d~ in the cantus in
the secunda pars at the end of section III (bar 23). I will return to the
spelling of these interyals in a moment.
The lore of thc melodic genera is derived from ancient Greek
theory, and the detailed information on them that one finds in
~Iassical Greek texts is not, for the most part, a significant element
m medlev'al Elemenlarlehre. 7t But lor the curious, ample detail
was readily available in Boethius De musica and from Aristides
Quintilianus via Martianus Capell~.72 It is the ~equisite introduction
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to Bh in many later medieval treatises, ilia few of which the subject
is revisited in great detail, albeit sometimcs with more of a sense of
obligation than of enthusiasm. Indeed, it is a commonplace of most
later medieval theorists that the diatonic is championed as the only
melodic genus in use, a point found elaborated in the fourteenth
century, with its rencwecl interest in Boethills. (It is an observation
especially applicable to the melodies of plainchant.) The rehashing
of Boethius in the Qj/atuor principalia is characteristic n But where
there is smoke there is fire, and the intensity of some reactions to the
lore of the genera indicates tlrat a contrary view championing the
chromatic genus is being put (,mh e!scvvhere with significant force.
Johannes de ~Iuris, for instClncr', gives an elaborate outpouring ill
defence of the diatonic against more exotic possibilities in Musica
Jpcwlativa (1323), an outpouring whose very prolixity carries the
ltllplication of special pleading. 71
The principal sticking point to the admission of the chromatic
genus into practice, beyond its irrelevance to chant, was its inability
to be notated in staff notation. And here the semi tones arc the
responsihle party, or to be more precise, the major semitone ..The
tnkemitonillm call be located in many places, and the minor semrtone
has several locations as well. But the major semi tone is only found
at two locations, acute b:fa-#-mi and superacute hb-fo-# #-mi, and a
prohibition against direct melodic chromaticism (singing Bh and.Bq
consecutively), usually expressed as a prohibition against :nutaI1011
In tlus davis, is standard. Jacques de Liege allows a wmdow of
opportunity, relaxing this stricture though admitting that thc
Stluation is not common. The chromatic genus is not muslcafolsa per
se, but the two are related contextualh' at b-fil-#-mi. ForJacques, the
C[,ronra~ic tetrachord is the standard- l\o"thian v~riety with ~ino~
and lll'lJor semitones and if it is to be wntten rn the tradrtlOna
gamut, it must be loc~ted at A, B ~, B, D (see Example I a). 7"
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chromatic tetrachords implicit in Ut pauat (m+m+X)
\vith X=2M+rn
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Example 1 Boethian chromatic telrachords (m+ ~[+ X) at bfo-#-mi \\~th
X==M+2m: l:a).Jacquc:-> de Liege; (b))oliann("'s Boen
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calls the genus commaticum might be music in which commas are sung
directly, since he docs in fact show commas can be notated. It might
also include the writing of melodic intervals with excessive commas
or deficiencies in commas, which he also shows. (Singing the musical
lines of the tabula figurarum of Nicolaus de Lllduno would most
definitely involve t1w genus commaticulI1.)
In our ballade, the notated tnlzemitollia are spelled as what wc
would now call augmented seconds (C to D n, Db to E), or m,~or
semiditones (M+m+~I) in the jargon of the English interval lore
~xplorcd above. A,,"ming that they form either the top or bottom
Intcrval in some tetrachord, we can demonstratc thaI each implicitly
defincs chromatic tetrachords of non-Boethian tonal content,
namely !Jma, b'ma, trihemitollium: A P, B, C, D n or C, D #, E, F
~ncorporating the first semiditonc, and B, C, Db, E or Db, E, F, G b
InCorporating the second (see Example 3). The striking interval
succession of two consecutivc minor semilones that these show is a
melodic construction which Boen for instance, enthusiastically
rh'amplons,
'
' It
. to construct or descn'b e
though he docs not use
tetrachords, Given the two equal smaller semitones, these tetrachords arc closer to lhe Aristoxenian forms described in Bocthms,
Book 5 than to the Boethian division of Book 4. They have the
I1I1ue of avoiding the embarrassment of direct chromaticism,
IIhlch, indeed, is noticeably absent from the ballade.
.
, These non-Boethian tctrachords prompt the following ~enerah
,atlons. A dyatcsscron contains two tones and a minor semltone, or
In other words, two major semi tones and three minor semitones.
Representing the minor'semitone as m, the major semitone as !I..I,
;nd the trillemitonium or semiditone as X, the Boethian chr~maltc
etrachord can be specified as m + 1\1 + X, where X COnsists of
~ript0:um de :\lu~ica, 19; [Rome]. I~J,2), pp. 35--6. For another \lvi.d ff'fe'rto:'c 1,)
~:~\:~:ll~lS t1!al tlw.young like more than old,f Illusicians, including the genus comm.atJcum.
Den

3

.lluSUQ, f'd. Frolwnius, pp. 77-8.
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B
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Th'IS tetrachord
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I
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C~ f, "
cou)e wntten as A~ A A~ D~ or G~, G, '
, 01 Instance (see E "
"
"
, tic
tctracllords
fi
~xample 4b). Thus in non-Boethian chronlJ I
we md
'
,
successions (2m ')~•.r some of the unusual intervals and JIlten.~
and johannes B'o;~ ,3m) that are of interest to Jacques de Lieo~
ballade's ('()' II
' and that take us as well into the realm of ot

another colour when they are tumed'J8 Thus the chromatic is like
all the intermediate shades of light and colour that play across a
surface as the light which is directed upon it changes orientation.
The steady repetition, paraphrase and summary of this explanation
can be followed lor centuries, To give but a single, particularly
charming instance, Engelbert of Admont (d. 1331) writes in his
De musica (before 1320/25): 'The chromatic genus is said to be a
flexible and diversely coloured mixture or medium '" whose
melodies arc more beautiful and delightful, , . chromaticum derives
from chromate, that is to say a bright Olljcct which, when appearing
beum a light, has a variegated appearance of diverse colours, like a
peacock's tail and cenain silken cloths'. ,;)
In Rook 5, cap, 16, Bocthius, now paraphrasing Aristoxenus,
offers a slightly different and more complicated account of the
relationship of the genera, an account that in some form is also
transmitted by many other Greek theorists, It also yields an analogy
:,f inbctweenness, According to Aristoxcnus, 'the division of gencra
" twofold, one being softer, the other sharper; the enhamJOlIlc
genus represents the softer while the diatonic represents the
~harper. The chromatic oceu;Jies a place betwccn these, p~rt,i~ipat
mg in sharpncss and softness' ,80 Further, Aristides QUllltlhanus
explicitly relates the intermediateness of the chromatic genus to the
theory ~f \~sual colour: 'the genus intensified through semitones [is
ralledJ color, for just as what is between white and black is called
color, so also the genus considered uel\\'Cen both of the others IS
nJrncd Color'.81 For the Latin rvIiddle Ages, this passage would hay:
been familiar from its transmission hy Martianus Capella and hIS
glOsses,s, Ugolino of Orvieto, in his Declaratio musicae dlsC/Pb~ae
(1430-5), prOv~dcs an accoum of this doctrine that shows Its

1poser.

, The chromatic genus. I
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'
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familiarity down to the fifteenth century and links chromaticism
directly to intermediate colours. 83
..
The word color, curiously enough, is rarely found III theorencal
passages on music outside discussions of the melodic gen~ra and
tetrachords (except for scattered rhetorical uses, on which see
below). But there are instances, and, not surprisingly, they also
involve chromatic alteration. For example, in his Compendium dt
musica, Jacques de Liege says 'sub varia colore signamus' in
describing passages written with or without B ~ .84 Marchettus s~eaks
of 'feigned colour' when he shows the whole tone chromatlca!lY
divided in a melodic descent (D, C~, C; G, F#, F): 'Hec emm
bipartitio toni debet fieri cum colore ficticio.'85 And in what ~
apparently a reference to a disjunct hexachordal mutation (dlSmula·
cia) between the soft hexachord (with B ~) and the hard hexachord
(with Bq), an anonymous fifteenth-century author wrote 'dismut~clo
est mutacio a uno modo ad modum alterum vel a colore ad alium
colorem'.86

parabilitas.'88 Most generally, colour may mean qualitas, and the
verb may mean to give a special meaning or aspect to, or to modify
or put a particular spin on.89 But by far the most frequent synonym
for colour is pulchritudo, and for the verb colorare we find decorare,
mnare, purpurare. 90 Without expressly using the Latin pulcher in any
form (perhaps deliberately avoiding it?), the beauty that is the
purpose of the colores rhetorici can be imputed to our ballade text by
the connotations of decens and distinccio in the expressions 'cordis
decentibus' (line 5) and 'ut sit distinccio' (line 13).
Under this governing rhetorical concept one can distinguish two
principal usages in medieval music theory that emerge in the later
thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. First, colour may refer to
a change made to an individual note, which may be modified by the
addition of a sharp or flat chromatic inflection (as seen above) for
the sake of beauty, or be directly changed in visual colour from
black to red for mens ural purposes (a use to which we will return to
below). Second, colour may refer to musical elaboration by the
generation, repetition and variation of musical figures (sometimes
structurally, other times as elaborations or embellishments) in one or
more voices.
Concerning the second of these usages, a number of distinguishable applications stand out. First is change to an individual note
encompassing rhythmic elaboration or the substitution of a more
elaborate melodic figure. Colour may instead refer to larger-scale
melodic repetitions that occur in one and the same voice (in a
monophonic or polyphonic context), or in different voices o~ a
Pol)phonic work (as in polyphonic rondellus, imitation and .v~ICe
exchange). Finally, colour as repetition may apply to the descnpuon

Color referencing rhetoric
·
..
an ad·
Beyondh
t e VIsual
spectrum and musical chromallclSm,
.
ditional familiar medieval meaning of color has to do with rhetone,
in the sense of colores rhetorici. This expression refers to figur:s of
speech, that is, literary devices that embellish and beautify ordin:u'
language. A canon.ic list of sixty-four in the pseud?-Cicero~:~
Rhelonca ad Herenmum formed the basis for extensive medl
repetition and amplification.87 Modification _ purposeful chang~ ~
especially for the sake of beauty and variety provides comparab ~
'and
d
). It~
of two d·dferent states of the subject (coloured
uncoloure
in this sense thatJohannes Boen defines colour in his Ars musice: 'Est
ergo color . .. aliquarum figurarum in aliqua similitudine com·
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~y~e~ ~e Liege, Compendium de Musica, ed.]. Smits van Waesberghe (Divitiae :MuSlCa
r\1a;c~~tt:en, ~9~), pp. 88--1~2, at p. 105.
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~a~:, ed. Herlmger, p. 154; see also p. 220.
For a s~and Clan
rary, MS Bodley 842, rol. 77".
R}rtl"ri.'':
Throry from ~~ltr~at~~nt, seeJ. J. ~Iurphy, Riutonc in 01.1' .Middle Ages: A J/isfq~t-_93, ar.d
the Appendix
to /": RnullSSaJtC: (~erkeley, 1974), esp. at PI', 20--.1, Htrtni'J!"BOok IV'.
,pp. 365 74, Flgures of Dlctlon and "Thought from Rlldol1ca ad

nodI

ugu:::

or
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: Botn, Musica, ed. Frobenius, p. 29.
,
'
~~eiacques de Liege, Speculum mUJia, ed. Bragard, bk. 7, vii, pp, 21 and 23. I~ Speculu:; mu.~~t,

~ther (\i, p. U7)Jacques ohsen'es that when o?-e d~fines a giwn ~~al in P~t":~:tra:::rt.:
decol notes are set'n and 'colored' by their ~e1atlOnshlp to ~hat finaL per fin commt'ntarv all
Guid o:antu,r cetere v?Ces'. The same pomt was made ~ an ,anonyma,; et decolora~tur'
1£ o.~ J/ur%gtts, With 'colorantur id est decorantur for colorantu
d
1957)
~.1i~lO/'jfS in Jlicr%gum Guidonis Aretini, ed. J. Smits van Waesberghe (Amster am,
.'

(~, for (0)'

,
. '•
ira ed. E. Reimer,
2 \' lor ~ pulchntudo, see, e.g., Johannes de Garlandta, De mensumbill ,,!US, . ac ues de

Lle~k (\\If"sbaden,

1972), i, pp. 74,95. For colorart as dfcorau, see

pre\,lou~ not~aJFo; rarillrt

anle also equates c%ran with dfcorari in Sptculum 11IUS1'ff, ed. Bragard. bk. 6, ~P'(BI'

Ind,PlItmlrt', see De mus,ica mt'Tlsurata: 17rt Ano,!rmous ofS~. Er!llll£ram, :d.j. Yu u~ndo;o:
\'ari~n}90), p. 170, hne 37 ('propter eolores mus~cae de-<:entlus pU\'ariandae'),
os) and p. 206, line 34- ('propter colorem muslce purpurandae et
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f FUp F'
1-2

F #p I ELr r JI )1 , ~p I

(a)

,

5-6

Wr ), )1 , , IFPV , , IV ifF'

I

Example 6 Cantus line: (a) cadential figure; (b) TTmT descending pentarhord and
varied conclusions in section I

4-5

13-15
Example 5

~.

Calltu,> line: extension by varied repetition

of isorhythmic tenors of fourteenth-century ars nova motets, ciilTtTentiating ?etween melodic and rhythmic figures as color and talra.
Returnmg to the musical fabric of the ballade, we thus can
understand it not only as coloured by chromatic inflection, but als~
as coloured by repetition and varied repetition. Most broadly, this
rheton?al meaning is referenced by the choice of song type - ballade
- ,,~th lts c~nventional threefold (here sixfold) performance and the
double verSIcle (1.1, 1.2) constituting the jJrima llars_ One of the oth~[
fL''led ~orrns, or even an isorhythmic motet, would have fulfilled this
meamng equally well. In a careflllly constructed ars nova pol)1)ho ntC
song; however, a web of interrelated rhythmic-melodic motU'
dom~na~es the musical surf'lce, contributing to a sense of hUlh
contInUIty and coherence, Thus the ballade also can be understood
as an ~Pt vehicle for more local repetitions, a potentiality thorougiu;
explOIted by the composer of this one.
Po~yphonic imitation is a distinguishing feature of bar I, "bo"
opcmng cantus motif and its echo dow;] an octave layer colour
(rhetoncal)
upon colOur (ch
' Perhaps one I
romallC),
IS also'mtendcd to
lear the. returning-note figures of bar 4 in the tenor and bar 5 in the
(<lntus. 111 the sam
. I
..
- the
-,
e metnca pOSItIOns and just a step apart III
same regIster as ' , ntUS
. •
,
llmtatlOn, More subtly. bar 3 in the (a
transposes and vari h
.
after
wh' I b
es t e second bar of the openinu phrase, _'
IC] ars 1-2 ar
"
I ).
Th
e transposed and varied as bars 4--5 (Examp r '..
e recurrence here f h
' It i"
trochaic lilt and
0, t e cadential figure (Example 6a), ''It.:,
repelttI\,(, anticipation, is memorable, but Cit
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Example 7

I••

(~. ) I

TmTf (ksrcnding pentachonl in section II

~~re significant for the passage is the unfolding of the motif of a
nsmg half-step followed by a descending TTmT fifth (where T is
tone, i,e" m + I'll), which is presented three times, mov~ng flatwards
by cycle of fifths from e to aa to d (Example 6b)_ In my reading ofT. I
and ~,2, the third of these offers an exact transposition of this figure
only m its second statement. The conclusion of the figure is different
each time, progressively cadencin" on the bottom pitch, then a step
ab,·
h
"
J\ C, I en two steps above,

. The ballade's secunda pars begins with section II. Here we find a
laned restatement of 1. I /1.2 that has been rhythmically compressed
On acCOunt of the change of mensuration and continues the flatward
;~Img in tonal content, presenting most of the to~a1 content
'. qIO~I I down a half step (Example 7)_ The descending fifth figun
Is projected in three fresh variations (on E h, A h, D h), whose tonal
Content has heen recoloured from TTmT to TmTT. The first
~anation of bars 13-15 (Eh, Dh, C, Bh, Ah) lacks its opening Eh,
ccause D h is desired as the I-nitial sonority for other reasons (tenor
rn 'r,
,
,
I' d
\' O~I s, and hIlling-third accidentals, I would presume)- The t nr
ananon of bars Hi- 18 (D h C ~ B h A h G h) is also truncated and
rats' .
,
,
,
,
. 11 .
I es Its anchoring G h so as exactly to repeat the cadenua
er
,:~If-\tep returning-note motiC In th; tenor (Example 8), ~he mot~ of
liOn I, bars 2-3 (C DE D), which is taken up a step III bars:>--6

0:

0;'
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2-3
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Example 8

(a)

A Riddle and a Song

\'aried

(b)

tellor

•

. -.

figure:

(Zl)

.

.~

,II.

(a)

•

• •

section I; (b) section II

(c)

(b)

f pOOp ~ PF'\ pJ\ np~p F'I d RJJ j,V~'p-p
5-6

11-12

16-18

b

Example 9

Th'
t

IIp

.
t~norlo f! r rn,~ves ('mln.'l)
'\-\'ithin a drs,enuing m'n' fourth ((;~

a hfth

~. I,. ~. I,.

13-[8

~ ~.
-~

~

- . G.

.

19-22

I • ~.

~.

.
22-24

• •

I • ~.

&.

. .

Example 10 Colouring acros~ s('ctional boundaries: (a). cantus lint', {'~d o~I~("(t1on
II and lwginning of '>cction [II; (b) tenor line, section 1I and section

. I I"19ures:,':-,\\] section 1.1; (b) section 1.2;
Cantu, line: 'coloured' Cl dentIa
(c) section II

(D E F h) and varied in bars 11-12 (D E~ F E~), is \'aried again in
section II (Db, E~, F, M).91
h
tic
The ability variously to modify a motif by the use of.c roma e
inflections, shining its tonal content and location III PltC~l spac
while it remains tied to the same elates in t hc staff, IS mo,[
dramatically epitomised by the cadenlial figllrcs of section 1.1 ~~r~
5-6), section 1.2 (bars 11-12) and section II (bars 17-18), \I ~e
include the now notorious acute C b (Example 9). All the~e figures ed
intermediary lwtween the version in which ev(>ry note IS sharpe\
' .III W I'lIC h every nole IS
. IIattene.
d E~ aeh reHects
1s
. the
and tIIe versIOn
own individual colour participating to one or another degree m .
' sharvness., The paralleI'Ism to the 'Ansto,extremes of !latness and
.
. (Iogma of Boethius, De musica, Book 5, cou ld not,be plamcr,II'
eman
The rcmainder of the seWllda pars, with its mens ural shift to dup d
d'I\~(
.
I . I ,']'J an f
. Ie(I semI'I lreves, lacks strong motivic ties to sectIOns
II. Nonetheless, tonal links are carefully forged, The first tWO barsJ~
section III revolYe around the same acute b ~ that ended scellOn ,
but Wil. h natur~1 d, a and ( (Example lOa). The tenor 0 jJCrates
dar\'
throughout section III within the F to C fourth whose bo~n Ii
tones are a half-step lower than the mIT G~ to D~ of sectJOn F'
'
. I TbeD'
re t
umlng
to tIIe grave C that is the lowest pitch of sectIOn.
to C fourth is first filled TmT (F E~ D q and then TIm (F H '
'J!

19-21

16-18

,d~

to

a~)

by the cantus in bars 13 15.
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fO

Dh),

. h"mir rorctl

WIIIC IS

Lxamplc II

...
. IV' (a) first half of section IV;
Transposition and. \"anatlO~ ill ~ect.lOn IV'
(b) second half of :.cctJon

shift in location of the semitone -- InTI', TmT, TIm - is
surf'll' not coincidental (Example lOb).
,
'h, liaS risen a
B
'.
. .. I H-H sonorh)
y the end of sectIOn III, the 1lllt1~
. _ db' F sonorities and
\Ihol e tone to (-F. Sections III and 1\ ar~ hnke
is followed by
parallel melodic figures: cant us g f e"~ C III bars.
. "e\~dent
gJe d c in hars 25-7 (Example II ~), The gradual.shatp?lllIIlI"'\! alone.
' .
'th n TcllO!
'
.
In ,rei ions III and IV is seen in microcosm \\1 l '
osition and
whose
. second half (bars 29 :I" 3)'IS a varied
trallSp
8
(n" from an F
sharplvard rotation of the first half (bars 25- ), lllO\ I b

q. The

2L'f
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environment to a C environment in the tenor, with corresponding
motivic TmIT fifths in the cantus running first from g to c and then
from d to G (Example II b). Full tonal closure on the cantus-tenor
octave c-C, matching the initial sonority of the ballade, is achieved
only at the final cadence.
IV. THE TEXT: STANZAS 4 TO 6 AND MENSURAL BEHAVIOUR

Retu.rnin~ once. more to the poem, we may now examine the
relatlO.nshlp of Its fourth to sixth stanzas to the song's mensural
behavIOur. This requires us first to parse the ballade's phrases into
regula~ mensural units, which is straightforward and yields the
folloWIng results. Segments 1.1 and 1.2 last six breves each in ttmpus
perflctum prolatio maior for a total length in the prima pars of
2 x 54 = 108 minims. This total is highly significant numerologi" IS th e product of the second power of 2 and the third
cally, as It

po~er of 3 (2 2 x 3'). The three segments of the secunda pars are

aru?ulated by mensuration changes in such a way that the length of
sect~on II is six breves in tempus imperfictum prolalio maior (36 minims),
se~t~on III contains six breves in tempus perfoctum prolalio minor (36
mmlms), and section IV contains nine breves in tempus imperfeclum
pro/aho
"
), lOr
r
"
. mmor (36 mmlms
the same total length in the secunaa
pars
~s m th~ prima pars, that is, 3 x 36= 108 minims. The mensural
leatures Just descn'b ed are d'Iscussed, albeit. very oblIquely,
. 'III the
second half of the text.
Stanza 4 refers to the ballade's progression through four differenl
means of mensural
'.
.h I
orgamsatlon under minim equivalence WIt OU
th e use of mensur t
i··
.
d th
ex'
a on SIgns to Signal each in turn and mdee, e
- preSSIOn letrasformas 11" 25)
' . , f
Ph T
d
.
I,me
surely refers to 'Ies iiij. prolaClons 0
llppe e Vltry 92 H
h
51
profo d
.
ere we must remember that t e mo
un novelty of the Parisian ars nova notational advances of
<)2

lhe use of the Greek tehllJ in this
'.
;11th
the sense of it here, but in medie...~xpre~SlOn IS extremely unusual. There is no problem t,ide
of compounds (e.g., tetrachorrf
mus~c theory the word does not otherwise appear ou tho
(,I1CQunterl!'d definition of the t~ cOU~ttng (monas, qvas, trias, tetras) and in the fm;tU~ o'f
Aux~r:e~ .\/usica, GS, i, pp. 63-94 ~ dmtessaron. For monas, t9'QS, trias, [(tras, see Rem~
that dlCUtir dialt"ssaron d.
, t p. 82. The omnipresent definition of diatessaron exp
the author in~f:'nds a puna o~~;;du:~ de et te.tra quod. est quatuor'. The po:-si~ility e:xits;~~
promp~ a ,·anant translation reacli
a (offensive, homhle), a negati..·e a~OClaUon that 'I(the
slanz.'l IS that the fO rtn5 a~ be. ng compelknttras 'compelled forced' so that the S("llse 0
reverse the whole poin~ of the ~~:ced on the notes. I n'je~t this ~ogsibility, as it seems to
and of the mensural demonstration generally.
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Johannes de Muris and Philippe de Vitry over the first quarter of the
fourteenth century had been a reconceptualisation of the metrical
hierarchy, moving from the position that rhythmical values were
multiples or fractions of a central value, the breve, to a new posture
in which all values were multiples of a fixed smallest unit, the minim.
If all minims are equivalent, then on the most local level all
rhythmic activity is just a flow of successive minims and groups of
minims onto which larger-scale mensural organisation can be
imposed by features of rhythm, melody, counterpoint and harmony.
The ballade clearly demonstrates this capacity. It remains to be
asked whether the demonstration is introductory in original purpose, advertising a new approach to a conservative English audience, or whether it may be defensive in intent, supporting the status
quo against further innovative pressures. 9 ' I will defer an answer to
this question for a moment.
Stanzas 5 and 6 reaffirm that their author follows a classically
Parisian ars nova posture through their insistence on the minim ~s
smallest value, the counting unit of the mensural system. Just ~s m
an arithmetic of whole numbers there is no place for fractIOnal
values, there is in stanza 5 the scornful refusal to countenance
semiminims. Rather, one builds rhythmically and mensurally i~
multiples of a unit value (the prima nota, line 37), in a proce.ss that IS
both musical and mathematical. The language of calculation (ra/as
dando, line 39) is evoked in these stanzas just as it had been in the first
three, reminding us that the discrete values of musica mensurata
~ro\iide a field of numbers within which to play, expanding t~e way
m which music can express number. In particular, on the eVIdence
of the ballade, our composer believes that the notationa~ syste~'s
capacity for representing proportions should be expressed 10 secuon
Loolci?g at the manuscript context, the ballade ke-eps companf with fa~~:nm~:~:~:
In the St: Paul fascicle the Tums qutm totum (ompren:ndlt
w
fI I'<bately precedmg the II1bula mOllo(ordi presents a standard gradus $)
h
theorv in
t~~es, four le...e1s ~nd ."alues from I ~o 81 minims. O~~ler n~rthe-; Fr~~cili an n:VitI)·, 'the
'\Olilzrge~ mar:uscn~t md~des a \:emon (~f the A.n .fJo,a attnbute ;;abilis ~hluris, and the
~I . Gr[:.s m7iS1cae, CompmdlUm mUSU(l( pracl/cM and libdlus (anfUJ '?tn I B dl . g.}') there are
~o~~rderived l!egulne de menJltrabili ~~uJica of I~bertus ~ran,("Ia. ness~'e ~ n'$~ct to note
\"allleS)nal treattses by Franco and "~'~ldm.us (\\ylt'lmus 15 .Illildl)
'ust three pages further
on th~ J a~d a fT~gment from the ,;VotICla artu Ifllt.l'Ua£ of~runs. lrom~cil; ;;/mosci poWJt ami/if (an/lIS
d . zoe IS a bnef tranatulus be~nning O1IO/llor sUt/1 Sl!,rna per que J
"
t'S{'nhing the classic four ars nO;'ll ,m.·~·:)uration signs.

::n~1.

':::mO!,turiswithfi

?t'
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lengths computed in minim counts, rather than in any other
possibilities."'
.The lack of signs to announce the changes in mensural organ~·
auon ~een:s ~o be the point of the expression 'temporibns ficticiis
absenubus (lines 25-6). The most diflicult word here isjicticiis. One
way to take it is as 'imagined' (visualised, formed mentally), in the
sense that because signs are not used they must be imposed bv the
mind ('al).sen t IJUt Imagmed).
.
.,
'is reasonable. Also tempting,
,
That
however
m
" connotatIOn, namely that mensuratIon
.
,
,.IS a ore
negallve
SIgnS arc somehow bogus (fictitious, feigned) and as a consequence
they. can successfully be done without. The latter is a plausible
rosmon for an adherent of minim equivalence to take. and the
notarum. e.'1uivocarum' of lines 22 -3 are undoubtedly minims,
Under mmlIn equivalence, one should not need mensuration signs
o~ce ,the absolute novelty of mensurations has worn off, as long as
carelstakentoreco
. d
d tnp
' l e orgamsatlOn
. . (b ecause 0f
up l
e an
.
gmse
h
t e workings
'
f"ectlOn .
'
)
. ' of "alteratl'on an d IIIlper
III tnple metre.
Argumg alollR hlles suggested by the behaviour of accidentals in
.
th
IS balladc (or in Boen'sMuSlea
' ) " slRns ought properly to possess
potency' they 0 ht
b
'c,
.,
h.
.'
ug
to e agents of change modifymg t err
envIronment . If m ensuratlOn
'
'.
.markers
'
ISIgnS
are
IJasslve
thev
mere)
mark a spot
'.
,
J
,
f h ' . ,pomtmg to phenomena that would exist eyen if SignS
ort emdldllot. Th us th ey are mcssennal,
.
. felgnmg
. . a power the)'d0
not
possess, and need not be used.
I suspect it is Gtr f
'. i
d•<
invol 'fi""
rom comCI( cntal that both stanzas 1-3 an 'j-u
ve ctISIJ]O" The
"
. I' 't
in the b'
, to '
expresSion mllslwjicta, however much IfiP ICl
allade S tonal beh'aVlOur
.
. onIy s)III,
r f
an d fi rst three stanzas IS
e erenced now It
Id
'
beca
"
wou not have suited the first three stanzas
beh'l~,:e mu.llea ficta is hexachordal terminology and hexachordal
, dours and COl
to ,
aI
behaviour '1'1 ' 1cep:s are not pertinent to this ballade's ton,
surel), self' 1e l!1VOcatJon ofjingere Ijicta at this point in the text ~
.
-ConSCIOUS a ·
.
,
'
.
.'
hIstorical
I
' . n IronIC dIsplacement. And It rel11forces our
Un( erstanding th t'
,
t 11'
that the term' - I
a It IS only in the fourteenth cen u ,
lUo ogy musica jieta emerges for thc first time as an

~~~~ihi1ities fQr [he expression of

lema

. .

.

..

alternative to musica falsa, though rarely employed and, as here, only
in English and northern French sources. 9S
Other technical jargon in stanzas 4 to 6 deserves brief mention.
I have read tempus as 'time-measures' (in the sense of mensuration
signs) in the crucial expression 'temporibus ficticiis absentibus', but
I admit that this reads back into the text what I see in the music
rather than attempting to take the Latin at face value, In the context
of ars nova theory, tempus most often refers to the mensural relationship of breve to semibreve. Similarly, prolatia (line 41) most often
refers to the binary or ternary mensnral relationship of scmibrc"c to
minim, However, in stanza 6 I have interpreted prolatio in ils most
familiar non-technical sense as 'utterance', thus understanding the
passage to mean that when all the minims and multiples of minims
have been laid out properly, making good music (eliganter) and
correctly fulfilling all mensural obligations, then a coherent, performable piece arises. Alternatively, this could be an assertion that
In the end, there really is only one prolation; the work can be
realised by counting the steady succession of minims without
concern for whether they group into twos or threes, Another
technical term from ars nova theory, gradus ~ine 40) may refer t~ the
four mensurations or may evoke the gradus system of Muns, a
Inensural hierarchy based on multiples of the minim.
Retuming to the matter of the meaning of the refrain line, what
might our mensural sieve be? Perhaps the notational minims are as
the uniform grains of wheat held in a sieve, Or we could imagine the
fO llr mensurations as four different sets of chain lines pressed into
the neutral medium of successive minim durations, Thinking
diagramatically along the lines of the cribrum monochordi, on~ could
P~~duce, a grid by the juxtaposition of four different groupmgs of
\2') x ('l~):=36 minims aligning 9 x -1 () x (3 x 2), 6 x (2 x 3), and
4 X ,9, Alternatively, it' may simply he
" that we have a none too
burdensome demonstration that there can be more to the notation
than inlmed'lateIy meets the eye.

olild

UStn~ four rnillim~ in the lac fiUnlt rlcaJ P[OpOrtton not explored In thIS ball~de ~ d
ry semilJreh:S, or the equalt e o.f thrf'e on thE' minim level, (ht: cqu:l!ity ofbutat)' an
ty of blll ary and !("mary breves.
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Absent from stanzas 4 to 6 is any mention of colour. Yet the
ballade's behaviour requires consideration of one additional role fOl
colour, and this is colour in respect to proportion and mensuration,
A,well-known mnovation of early French ars nova notation is theme
of red" coloration t0 III
'd'·
!Cate a c Ilange 0 f note values and mensur~
orgamsatlOn, usually from ternary (perfect) to binary (imperfect'! on
one or more levels of the mens ural hierarchy, In the late fourteenth
and early fifteenth centuries, the use of solid or void note heads in
black , red and Ilu
' d coIoratIOn
'
) e permme
to express very compI'I'
catc,d proPOrtional and mensural relationships overriding minim
eqll1valence ' Our
balhd'
. Iy blae'k notatIon,
.
,
' c,of course, uses exclUSIve
N
onethdess
Its mell'surd-I b e h
'
, h t have been conceIve
' d and
aVlOur
nng
.
d
esenbed In terms f I
J
'fi'
.
,
0 co our. Ustl calIOn for thIS assertIOn come'
fi
fi
rst rom
' De origine et dftctu musiCa,.
'
' an anonym ous E'ngI'IS h trcatlse
(eary
I fi fteenth
cent ).
b"
, ,
'
h
ury
III
a
net
paragraph
'Dc
coloribusmtlSlee,
h
W IC
" pro artc practlca,
'il
'
-" stales'
," 'Tres' SUIl! coIores m\lSlee
se ICet
pellecta ll1perfecta
'r
"
'I ' "
J
"
' semlpenecta.'''" \V!lhout sa)~n" if actua VlSUill
_lU~S are IIJt~nded, this compactly defines a svstem of contraries \lith
an IIltermedJate a' it, .
,,,
I t k '
s asserts a relatIonshIp of colour to mensuratIOn,
a e It that pn-At t of
.
'
b'
. :u<c a n ers to ternary organisation and mjJerjeda to
lIlary, wInch IS sta I, d
.
'
,
rat
the
' Th
. ,nc ,Ir termll1ology 111 late medieval mensu
~
m~~
,
b'
erfi
/
f
"
'.
ancc,
III
respect
to
breves
there
could
be
a
Ta"
P , ec a 0 nme mllllms b,"
., ,
db;
in"erje Iff'
, . ' a ram semlperjecta of SIX m mlms an a rew
rca 0 our mlllll1l' Th' ,
, at
dUrati( , I'th
s,
IS IS exactlv the SCclucIlce of proportlOJI,
lfl' 0
e brc , I '
~'II'ght
t
l
'
se
III our balladC', Shall \\'e call them co OU,",
iV
ley 1m I' 'I .
' <
Ampl'fi ,P ICI( Y IIlvoke black, red and white?
I catIon of a d t'
f
'
colours is r.
d'
Oc nne 0 proportions and mensurations as
Oun III som
b
I
' I rr
concerni'H' t h '
" e 0 scure ater English muSK [leo:
material i~ c. el~; m'~or heraldic colours, The tIrst glimpse oftb!!
para<n-aph b
III Lansdowne 763 fols. 88"-89 ill a CI)ptK
'"
a Out the d " "
,
'a1
colours (,Disti
"
Istmcllon bctween musical and arrn on
'
ncno
Illtcr
col,
') in
w IlIch We learn th
Ores mUSIcales et annorum hero lim ,
'natura
I colours and thls
' is
'I 10\'\'h'r
are sung in son atI there~ ('lrc SIX
r tJ
, ' gs W len present ('8' ex sllnt colores naturales, ' ,e t'ic
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from best to worst in heraldry and from worst to best in music, A
ddfcrent colour sC'lllence is also identified in the same text (black,
grren, blue, recl, white, yellow) and similarly described, But no
further explanation of these alternati\'e colour sequences, and no
direct musical application of thc information, is in fact offered.
J\'onetheless, the Lansdowne material surely adumbrates several
paragraphs in the much latcr musical commonplace book ofJohn
Tucke (London, British Library, Add, MS 10336, first quarter of the
sixteenth century),
In Tucke's book, two doctrines of colour and proportion are
found, First, I\'C learn that 'The colours requisite to musical
proportions are these: black, green, blue, red, yellow.' This scries is
most similar to the second colour sequence in LansdQ\\1le. An
analysis of the specitIc proportions that are prescribed for each
colour pair (e,g" green to black is 9:8, and so on) demonstrates that
TlIcke's sequence is virtuallv a musical scalc of colours."7 Several
paragraphs later he anlJoun~es a diftcrent sequence for the heraldic
colours (white, black, yellow, blue, red, green) and implies that these
are in a gradient !i'om more noble to less noble in a manner
reminiscent of the Lansdowne cloctrines, He goes on to explain that
the quality and quantity of colours, when applie,d to note s,hape~, a~~
sa~d to dICtate their rdative values and proportlonal relatlOn:lllps,\\nhout resolving the conflicts in colour order or addrcssmg the
practicality of \\'hat he seems to be describing, we can safely say that
rucke's broader context makes the clear association of colour to
proportion, and of proportions and colours to mensuration.
, 1be notational sophistication implied by Lansdowne and Tucke
b found in sources of English polyphony from th: Old Hall
,\lanuscript (London, British Library, Add, MS 579~0, ,'- 1420)
dOwn to the carly sixteenth century. Their use of semlmll1lmS, and
of proportlonal
'
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have bcen abhorrent to the composer of our ballade. (He is as
conservative in mensuration as he is progressive in tonal beha\iour.:
And yet, in an early formulation, an evocation of the relation of
colour to proportion and mensuration that would later take such a
complex turn might credibly be understood as within the intention
of our author. If so, the term color is explicit in the first three stanza,
and implict in the second three just as, reversing the order, fleta is
implicit in the first three and explicit in the second three.
Let us return to the deferred question of fourteenth-century
chronology and mensural practice. In Ut pateat eDiriflller, the note of
contention, of demonstration of the logic and capacity of a system,
and of a delight in hiding and revealing meaning, all speak to the
currency m the mind of its author of the issues addressed above.
This posture suggests we have arrived at a moment when mensu·
ration signs are beginning to be found nccessary (which makes a
comfortable fit with a datc after mid-century for our ballad,:
because ot experimentation with large-scale sectional changes of
menSuration, proportional charwcs in one voice against all
others , or propor t·lanaI reIatIOnshlps
·
. ,., other than rnllllm
. . cqUiv
. alencv,
between sections. (The latter two arc possibilities inherent in
fourteenth-century English and Italian notational systems that
developed \V·th·
.
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V. FIKAL THOUGHTS

The greatest value for us in an exercise like the ballade Ut Imteat
"'idellier lies in its evident origins as a selt~conscious demonstration
piece. In such a work, conceived in a spirit of play and perhaps even
of competition, the author challenges his audience to discover his
intentions. Even without the lyric's clues, much can be drawn from
the notation and the resulting musical fabric alone. Some systems of
thought - in this case v.~thin the realms of tonal and mensural
behaviour - are being demonstrated; sorne potentialities inherent in
lome systems arc being explored. loo I would readily grant the
argument that what we see here mav not be customary and
traditional musical behaviour. But it allo~vs us an unusually explicit
point of entry into medieval thought about music.
The poem that is our ballade's lyric dramatically expands the
anal)1ical field for us, alerting us to additional '~imensions of
meaning and allusion. Some of what it says is now ObVIOUS, although
some is still obscure and the full richness and intention of its
meaning may never b'e fully recoverable. Its author might rejoice in
that, for he is quite evidently having fun, playing with the meanmgs
of words and signs _ riffing verbally and musically with mate~al that
he Would have assumed familiaritv \\~th on the part of hl5 chte
aUdience. As is more directly appa~ent in the roug~ly contemporaneous Fumeuxfume, written for a clique ofjumeurs (a kind of lIlfonnal
and only half-serious french intellectual academy whose charter
\las written by Deschamps in 1368), we surely have,here a piec~ fo~
an m-crowd of cognoscenti.101 Further, this ballades lIltcrtextuaht)
and musical self-refercntialitv tie it to a ,,~der internatrona~ :epertoire af
l·
po yphoTllc
songs'
and motets whose texts re f·er exphcrtlvI or
,It kJ'H the later
Rnli 5.-1.

n
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obliquely to mUSICIans and musical behaviours, from the \rell·
known complex of musicians motets with its own cross-channel
connections, to Fumeux Jume and other chansons l02
Details of tonal and mensural practice allow us to contextual~e
the song within a rigorous discourse that we can identity with an
intersecting and evolving net work of material> and individuals
whosc point of origin is England and northern France, although at
least two important surviving sources of most immediate interest
were copied in Sicily or southern Italy, in the realm of Ange\in
NaplesY" It is at a time when notational signs arc hcin" reconceptualised as potent agents, not just as markers and wl~n propor·
tional innovations are threatening minim equi~alence in Fren~h GIS
nova practice. As for a date, a reasonable estimate for our song IS the
thir~. quarter of the fourteenth century, just a few strides beyond
pOSlllO~S staked out in the lv!usica (1357) of Johannes Boen. I~
author IS surely a contemporary of Roen Dr of Nicolaus de Luduno.
but likely to be English. If our knowledge of medi~val tonal theory
can be likened to a jigsaw puzzle, then Ut pateat causes us to re~e
that the large number of pieces assembled by Karol Bcrgerform a
part of the Image belonging not in the dead centre of the picture.
but lower and to the right, towards Italy as it were, ,,~th an upper
left part of the pUzzle (Anglo-French theory) still lacking man)
pIeces .but emerging as a distinct area in its own right, howercr
much.It may interlock with other parts of the picture. to"
I will close with the observation that Ut paleat fl'idenla, in as [ulla
c"ontext as I can generate lor it, tcaches us that in the later
Ourteenth century, western E uropean composers and theons. ts had
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no one single way of thinking about tonal behaviour. Thus we today
must reject 'one size fits all' explanations that exclusively champion
modality, hexachords, pentachords, tetrachords, keyboard thinking
or any other single 'system' as the key to all behaviours, and thus to
all analyses, oflater medieval music. Rather, we must acknowledge
the exploration by musicians of a variety of possible ways to
imagine, describe and traverse musical space, with varying degrees
of rigour or idiosyncrasy. Our ballade's music and text exemplify
certain tonal (and mcnsural) concepts, demonstrating certain possibilities with a degree of enthusiasm and contention that clearly
points to the existence of alternative schools of thought. It sets a
challenge to its contemporaries with a riddle and a song.
University of Nebraska
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APPENDIX 1

Ob=Oxford, Bodleian Library, Uuelley ~·t:; St~=Sankt P~~l iIll Lavanthal in
Kamlen, Stiftshihliothek (Archiv dt's Benedlctmcrstiftes)) ~1S 13.).1

Text and Translation of Ut pateat evidenter
[I.] Vt paU'at cuidenter
monorordi quor ct quibus
pIeri lied Yle:-ociC'nter
diuersis a COn1111unibus
cordis canant deccntibus
ut calculi fen racio
Cribrorum demonstracio

So that it may be plainly vi'iihk:

on huw many and which
suitable strings of the monochord
different from the ordillary ones
most perfonn, albeit without understandinK.
as the reckoning of calculation bears out

- the demonstration of sieves

[2·1 Omncs pandi differenlrT

Think that all are set out diffi'ITlltly:
sl)me old (pitches), as is proper,

veteres has rnanrinibus

albis pure cOll(k~center
pure nig:ri~ has tractibus
set medii'i (:n]orihus
nonas ut sit di'itinccio
Cribrorum dcmonstracio

[3.] Inuentasque consequ~nter
put.a llon cum lH'tt-'ribus
nec eciam tam rtcenter
ac si Cum nouioribus
pandi fus{'i~ tingewibus
sese colore uarin
Cribro rliUl demonstracio

[-I.J

Et

~otantm (;ontin1:,rentcr

eqUluocarum sitibus
calltis dari cornpcllcnter

tet~~. fon nas temporibus

fictlClIS

abscntibu~

Ioc.o quam que St't proprio
Cnbro rum dl'fl}Cltlstracio

[S.J Vtqu{' fiat \·ehemcnter
Confusio faucntibus

scmiminirnis patentfT
IJQs~il)ilibus
ac.prorsu~ inutililH1S
~UI.Us tallqU<ltll probacio
nhrorurn delnOnstracio
Ilcquaq U<lm

[6.]

T~<ln.<;f{"Tt'ndo diligcnter

7 Ob: Tribulor; StP: Cribriorumfi}f Crihrorum
9 Ob: ne te res for vetere";!,

19 Db: sustis/tris, StP: fi.l..,ti~/trisftr fuscis
19 Ob and StP: tangemibus jor tingentibus

22 SIP, Ex.for Et
23 StP: sitibus illeg.
.
U Db: cantis compcllenter; StP: dare for dan
2i StP: ad quanC:llnque for loco quamque
38 Db: tlcgt'lller StP: eligenter for e1igantcr
10 StP: quam for quod

10 in the purely white spaces
and others on purely hlack line.\
but the new ones 011 intermediate colours,
so that there might be a distinction
- the demonstration of sieves

15 And that those (pitches) invented subscqurnC;.
not logelher with the old ones,
nor }Tt so recently
as if together with the newer OIlt'S.
arc set out with tinted things
20 dipping themselves in varied colour
- the demOllStration of sieves
And that the four fonns
of equal-valued notes
are presented, brought t()getber
25 nne atilT the other,
the unllecded time-measures being absent,
with each fonn in its O\\TJ place
- the demonstration of sieves
And so Ulat cOllfusion

30 rnay thoroughly befall
the supporters of semirniuims,
which arc dearly in no way pu\'>ible

35

and completely useless,
tict the proof so to ~pt"ak
the demonstration of sieves,

?f which
IS

~)rmlam notam ex omnibus
By diligently transferring
ad .qu;un placet eJigantrr
the first note of all
ra{<lS d~nd() seque~tibLJs
to that which one pleases in a fitting \fay
(~1lIx:1 rliue[sis ex gradibus
and giving fixed shares to thos!> afkr
40
U?? surgat prnbcio
so that from different degrees
Cnbronun d("n1 0 nHracio
Olle utterance [i.e., this song] may arise
the demonstration of sie\-es
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